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THE HEART 0F OUR COMMITMENT
"T:ng:h:eE:::I:qe%.:8::s#:o:fr?E';
"International drive to challenge
communal leaders' `unquestioning
support' for Israel reaches Britain".
The launch of Independent Jewish
Voices was exceedingly dramatic with

pictures of Zoe Wannamaker, Mike
Leigh, Harold Pinter and Stephen Fry
to the fore.
There are in fact three main positions
on Israel discernable within the
mainstream of the British Jewish
community.
First, there is what may be termed
the fundamentalist religious point of
view. This is the dominant view of the
United Synagogue rabbinate. It
understands the State of Israel in
Biblical terms and the claim to the land
as alrfuenticated by the word of God.
I remember debating the withdrawal
fi.om Gaza with a leading Orthodox
ral]bi. He was deeply opposed because

Gaza is part of the Land of Israel and
giving up Gaza - whatever the
justification in pragmatic terlns - was
not a religious option.
It is a view that has to be grappled
with. It underlines the need for secular
states and spells out the danger of
theocracies. But it is not a view which
seeks to suppress others, only to argue
its own case.
The second position sympathises
with the argument that Jews and Israel
have enough enemies without Jews
giving comfort to those who would
seek to undermine us. They point to
something that liberals cannot ignore.
A new book by the American historian
Michael Oren is heavily critical of
American policy in the Middle East
which, ultimately, says Oren is based
upon American contempt for the Arab
world and a dislike of Islam. Israelis,
says Oren, are regarded as being `OK'
because Israelis are much more like us.
But you don't have to delve back very
far in history to find John Foster Dulles
calling Israel `the millstone around our
necks". As we have often pointed out in
A44AThr4 there are 2.0 billion
Cbristians in the world, 1.2 billion
Muslins and 14 million Jews. Of those
14 million Jews, more than 80% live in
Israel and America. The numbers make
us exceedingly vulnerable. The
survival of Israel up to now owes a
great deal to the influence of American
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Jewry on American foreign policy. But
that's a very precarious position to be
in. In a world in which national and

those

group self-interest is the driving force,
Jews don't have too much reason for
feeling secure.
Those who adopt the second position
do bring pressure to bear on those of us
who voice dissent. But they do not do
so from a position of uncritical support
of Israel but from a world view which
sees Israel - and world Jewry - as
under serious threat.
The third position is the one that I
take on behalf of the Movement for
Reform Judaism. Since, with our sister
Liberal Movement, we account for
30% of uK synagogue affiliations, it is
clearly a mainstream view. This
position affirms a religious dimension
to the rebirth of the State of Israel. It
maintains the Jewish imperative of
hope. But it does so against a
background of non-fundamentalist
realism.
So the State of Israel is open to
criticism - in the same way that Israel
and Judah were open to criticism by
the Prophets - whenever justice is
denied and the rights of the poor, the
stranger, the widow and the oaphan are
refused. Its meaning is inextricably
interwoven with its values. But it exists
neither within a Jewish universe nor a
utopia but within a corrupted and
corrupting world.
According to a recent public opinion
poll in Israel the present Govemment' s
approval rating stands at 22%. It is
astonishing that 22% of the Israeli
population can still approve of a
Government discredited by corruption
and incompetence, nakedly clinging to
power, without plausible, constructive
policies
for
peace.
In
such
circumstances Reform Judaism
compels us to speck out -and we do. It
also compels us to act constructively to urge our membership to engage with
those groups and institutions within
Israel that are actively worki`ng for a
two State solution, for reconciliation
between Jews and Palestinians and for
the vindication of the human rights of
all the people of the region. In
MANNA, we have listened with the
utmost attention to the voice of the
Israeli on the front line of the struggle
- embodied in Julian Resnick in our
last issue. We have also listened to the
voice of those suffering in the occupied
territories. In this issue we listen to

There are all kinds of remarkable
features to Israeli society. Its
outstanding and ongoing contribution
to many aspects of positive human
endeavour, for instance, in medicine.
The constant reassertion of a robust
democratic system despite waves of
immigration from non-democratic
countries. The outstanding example of
Israel's
Supreme
Court.
The

within

Israeli

society

camp aigning against human trafficking
in the Jewish State.

multiplying of initiatives to work with
Palestinians and advocate peace,
justice and collaboration, despite an
environment that conspires against
them.
But there is also a blealmess. We
look back and see that there have been
opportunities for peace that were
missed or sabotaged. During the
Clinton Administration. Rabin's
assassination. Now the leadership on
both sides pursue policies that seem
hell bent on making a dire situation
worse. And the context is Iran's
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
Islamic extremism and a disastrous
American foreign policy
It is bleak, frightening and deeply
frustrating.
And that, I would suggest, provides
the key to understanding IJV. The
situation is profoundly worrying,
deeply perplexing and it is
astonishingly difficult to see the way
forward. It is in situations of deep
frustrations like this that we turn on
each other and seek some spurious
moral high ground, "Those who claim
to speak on behalf of Jews in Britain
and other countries consistently put
support for the policies of an
occupying power above the human
rights of an occupied people...
Independent Jewish Voices reclaims

Jewish support for universal freedoms,
human rights and social justice." Well,
good for you. I hope that makes you
feel better.
Now let's actually engage and see
whether, together, we can find some
glimmer of light, some hint of hope,
some policies that we can advocate
and work for which will bring about a
peace based upon justice and security
for Israelis and Palestinians alike.
Because that is what the majority of
the mainstream of British Jewry is
wholly committed to I

AMB

A WOMAN IS
BEHEADED IN SINAI
THE SHOCKING FACTS OF
ISRAEL'S NE\^/ SLAVE TRADE
Levi D. Lauer and
Yedida Wolfe
HE IRONY IS PAINFUL: A
group of women and men are
marched through Egypt into the
land of Israel to enter a life of slavery.
From Egypt to Israel. From freedom to
slavery. Hulnan trafficking happens in
every comer of the world. Israel today

T

is no exception.

Rates of trafficking in Israel are
indeed alamingly high. The victims
are men, women, and children
desperate to escape their povertystricken lives. With promises of high
pay and a better quality of life, victims
are lured into a future of sexual
exploitation and involuntary labour.
Human trafficking is modem-day
slavery. It is estimated that between
600,000 and 800,000 people, mostly

women and children, are trafficked
across borders worldwide every year.
It is among the fastest growing, most
lucrative illegal trade in the world.
Due to its clandestine nature, it is
impossible to know precisely how
many victims are in the country at any
given time. The police reckon that
several thousand have been trafficked
into Israel. Non-goverrmental organization estimates are much higher.
Without proper enforcement of the
law, we will never know. What we do
know is that thousands of men and
women have been trafficked into Israel
to be sold as chattels to the highest
bidder.
We need to believe Israel is a beacon

of humane democracy in the Middle
East: The Promised Land, a light to the
nations. That notion loses currency
daily and victims are exploited in
forced labour and the sex industry,
hour after hour, day after day. They are
beaten, threatened and imprisoned in
their `workplace'. They are raped and

2
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Where are the
police? The army?
The border patrol?

How could they let

this happen? And
why is the country

so ef fective at
starved. Their passports are confiscated
to prevent their escape.
The trafficking cycle and its routes
are well established. Most victims are
flown fi.om the former Soviet Union to
Cairo. They are brought through

Egyptian border control and tuned
over to Egyptian Bedouin smugglers
who transport them into the Sinai
desert. There they are systematically
brutalized and raped; they are driven to
viffiin a few hundred metres of the
Israel border, chained together in
groxps of six to ten and forced over the
border to waiting Israeli Bedouin.
Private interviews with some of the
Israeli Army's commanding officers
brought out an eyewitness account that
on at least one occasion a woman
unable, or unwilling, to run with
sufficient baste was beheaded, her head
impaled as a waning to those yet to
follow to run with due speed.
Once in Israel, they are brought to
Eilat and Beersheva, stripped naked,
assigned a price tag of between $7000
and S12,000 in accord with age and
pLysical condition and sold in a
process reminiscent of nineteenth
centngr slave trade. From there, they
are sent to a life of exploitation
throughout the country.
The average sex trafficking victim
`works' 14-18 hours per day, 365 days

per year, `servicing' 10-15 clients

every° dry. The human body cannot
withstand such conditions, to say
nothing of the emotional damage.
Most victins receive no compensation
wbatsoever until they have `paid
back' the price of their `purchase'.
Thereafter, most receive 10 per cent or
less of the money they bring in. After
twelve to fourteen months they are so
physically and otherwise devastated as
MANNA WINTEP 2007

preventing the
smuggling Of
terrorists and heavy

arms, and at the
same time so

helpless in

preventing the
sirmggling Of sex

slaves through the
very sci,me routes?

Is it sinply that
nobody cares?

Or is the country
truly powerless

to fight the
organized crime
which is behind
this `indrstry '7

to be of decreased value to their
captors-owners. They are then either
abandoned or caught by the police,
arrested and deported. .
Where are the police? The army?
The border patrol? How could they let
this happen? And why is the country so
effective at preventing the smuggling
of terrorists and heavy arms, and at the
same time so helpless in preventing the
smuggling of sex slaves through the
very same routes? Is it simply that
nobody cares? Or is the country truly
powerless to fight the organized crime
which is behind this `industry'?
After many years of disinterest, the
government finally seems to care.
New laws have been passed, new
committees established. The Knesset
passed a law making `trafficking in
persons' a crime with a severe penalty
and a mandatory minimum sentence.
The police were granted authority to
close down brothels without the need
for a court order. A parliamentary
inquiry committee initially given a four
year mandate to review this issue, was
recently designated as a permanent
subcommittee.
With all of these changes, the
phenomenon should have disappeared,
or appreciably diminished. But it has
not. The criminals are on top of the

game. The smuggling continues. The
exploitation carries on.
Why? It is not enough to pass the
laws, they must be enforced. And when
it comes to enforcement, Israel is
extremely ineffective. Laws that have
been passed are seldom enforced. The
police do not close down brothels

without a court order and a court order
is seldom requested. Criminals often
plead guilty to a lesser crime, and so
continued on next page
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avoid mandatory sentences. In 2005,
only thirty-two trafficking cases were
concluded. Thirteen of them ended in a
plea bargain.
Smuggling continues unabated. The
Israel Army claims with pride it has
thwarted 50 per cent of smuggling
attempts. The source of the pride is
unclear. How could the army know
about smuggling attempts it did not
identify and prevent? The NGOs are
not the only ones suspicious of the
claims. A Knesset committee session
of November 2006 had as its subject
for review: `Tbe Increased Scope of
Smuggling into Israel through the
border with Egypt'.
Border police patrols blame the
amy. The army blames the police. The
police blame the prosecutors. So it goes
on. The buck is passed from ministry
to ministry, from office to office, and
stops nowhere.
Part of the problem is that trafficking
is a new phenomenon. While slavery is
centuries old, it came back in this form
only about ten years ago. No ministry
or officer in the field wants a new job,
especially not one as complicated as
this.

Most of the problem is about
priorities. Intelligence gathering to
prevent smuggling is focused on
terrorism
and
explosives,
not
trafficking in persons. The informants
are not the same informants. Relevant
intelligence reports are nearly nonexistent. Some Bedouin tribes have
centuries of experience in smuggling
across these borders and the Israel
Army is ill-equipped to confront them.
Police instructions put the focus on
other crimes. Resources are said to be
scarce and dedicated elsewhere. Border
soldiers are told to leave their outposts
only to pursue terrorists and heavy
arms.
Government and police spokes-

persons are quick to emphasize
successes in press conferences. They
claim the phenomenon has seriously
decreased. But the escort services and
brothels openly flourish, freely advertising their wares to apparently
undiminished demand.
It is estimated that Israeli men pay
one million `visits' to brothels and
escort services of trafflcked women
every month. Knowingly or unwittingly, they are part of the chain of
trafficking that exploits thousands of
women. Even if this best effort at
assessing the scale of the industry is
exaggerated by 50 per cent, the numbers are staggering.
Too many Israelis are underinformed about the issue. Prostitution

4

is legal in the country and few are
aware that most sex `workers' in Israel
are trafficking victims. NGO estimates
insist that at least 80 per cent of women
in the sex industry are victims of
slavery. Still, Israeli citizens are

It is estinated that
Israeli men pay one
million `visits ' to

brothels and escort
services Of trcfficked
women every month.
apathetic about the issue. A national
survey indicated that the majority of
Israeli men do not regard human
trafficking as a violation of human
rights.
That is why combating trafficking
must become a national priority. Policy
makers, law enforcement officials and
judges alike must begin to look at the
problem as a threat not only to the
moral fibre of the country, but also to
its nationil security. Smuggling of
arms, organized crime, pimps and
drugs are all part of the trafficking industry. There is growing evidence that
criminal and terrorist organizations
employ the same runners and border
crossings. The time has long passed to
attack human trafficking with the full
weight of Israel's security and legal
agencies.

If sufficient resources were devoted
to this battle, Israel could become a
world leader in the fight against human
trafficking. Unlike nearly all the rest of
the world, by virtue of its peculiarly
limited and dangerous borders,
available crossings are few. Hezbollah
and Syria in tbe north; careful
Jordanian control of the eastern border
to prevent Palestinian encroachment
from Israel; reasonably adequate
measures at the aixports; and relatively
minimal access from the sea make for
manageable borders. But the resources
are not dedicated. In the meantime,
Israel appears prominently on
international `watch lists' due to its

insufficient efforts to combat
trafficking.
Law enforcement and military
officials have not been given the skills
and resources necessary to identify and
stop trafficking. Communication be-

tween government offices is disjointed.
Israel lacks a public information campaign to educate citizens and potential
clients about the dangers of trafficking. Potential clients are not aware of
public health risks or of their role in
promoting the exploitation of these
women and children.
In the course of a two year campaign
against human trafficking in Israel,
ATZUM's (www.ATZUM.org) Task
Force against Human Trafficking
(www.TFHT.org) bas made important
progress. We helped pass new legislation as cited above. We also brought
the struggle to far wider public attention in the media. We relentlessly
lobby the Knesset to make the issue a
priority; and meet the Ministry of
Defence, the Amy and police upper
echelons to urge more vigorous
detainment of smugglers and slave
traders. We have gained access to
cabinet level deliberations and sought
the establishment of a coordinated
government commission on trafficking; brought evidence to bear on the
trials of slave owners and traffickers.
We have brought claims for damages
on behalf of a trafficked woman who,
brutalized by her owners, died days
after giving filmed evidence against
them.
Israel has made significant progress
in the fight against human trafficking
but more can and must be done. We
need your assistance.
Raise the concern persistently with
every Israeli official with whom you
have contact, whatever the context.
Urge your synagogues, rabbis,
communal organizations to raise their
voices against this subversion of the
most fundamental Jewish value, the
right to dignity and freedom.
Contribute generously to support the
efforts of those in Israel daily
confronting this evil and working
tirelessly to banish trafficking from a
land that dares to be called `boly', and
a State that aspires `to wrestle with
God'.

The time has come to take a stand, to
drive slavery from the land that is
meant to be `holy' I
RABBI LEVI LAUER z.a /Ae Fo%#dJ.7!g

Executive Director Of ATZUM. AIIV . YE"DA
WOIidE is an attorney and Director Of the Task
Force on Human Trafficking

To obtain a copy (VCD with English
subtitles) of news exposes about trafficking
in Israel broadcast by Israel's two most
widely watched news programmes and
facilitatedbyATZUM/TFHr,pleasecontact
info@ATZUM.org
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makes his way to his seat, right
nextFINAL
to the halfway
The
0N CUP
DAY line.
A FAN
seat next to him is unoccupied, so he
leans across the space and asks his
neighbour if someone will be sitting
there. `No', says the neighbour, `it's
empty' . `Incredible' , says the fan, `who
in their right mind would have a seat
like this for the Final and not use it?'.
`Well actually' , his neighbour says, `the
seat belongs to me. I always come here
with my wife, but she passed away. This
is the first Cup Final we've missed since
we married in 1967'. `Oh, I'm sorry to
hear that. That's terrible. But couldn't

you find someone else, a friend or
relative, or even a neighbour, to take
the seat?' The man shakes his head: `No.
They're all at the funeral.'
I don't think our Jewish Burial
Societies yet know that you can now
buy two-tone themed coffins in the
colours of one's football club. They
come complete with the club insignia
etched fetchingly into the coffin lid.
Apparently there are other kinds of
themes available - motorbike motifs,
Union Jacks, dolphins, angels, and
more - but the striped football coffins
outsell them all. Perhaps this is an
ironic tribute to the Liveapool manager
Bill Shankly' s oft-quoted remark from
the 1960s: `Some people believe

ABRAMOVICH & CO
Howard Cooper
FOOTBALLING LIVES :
AS SEEN BY CHAPLAINS IN
THE BEAUTIFUL GAME
Edited by Jeffrey Heskins
and Matt Baker
SCM-Canterbury Press Ltd,
Norwich, 2006, ISBN 1-85311-725-0,
pp.197, pb, £9.99

football is a matter of life or death. I
am very disappointed with that
attitude. I can assure you it is much,
much more important than that.' Forty
years on, that off-the-cuff comment
from the gruff Scot appears more and
more like a Zen koan.
All the chaplains writing in
Footballing Lives disa.gree, in orLe
sense, with Shankly. Christians to a

man - plus a solitary token, woman they see their work with clubs large
and small, from Manchester United to
Rushden & Diamonds as being to help
players, backroom staff, management
and fans recognize that pastoral and
spiritual support is available for a
whole range of human experiences.
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I don't think our Jewish Burial Societies yet lanow that you
can now buy two-torie themed coffins in the colours Of
one's f;ootball club. They come complete with the crib
insignia etched f;etchingly into the coffin lid.
These include serious illness, hospitalization, bereavements, addiction to
alcohol or gambling, domestic and

finily troubles, violence, suicide of
friends and they all transcend the
dramas on the pitch. From this perspective, the dramas and vicissitudes
of the human condition mock the
significance we give to a mere sport.
Yet these devotees of the game also
testify to ways in which, in the thirty
years since the first chaplain was
appointed to a club - there are now
more than seventy within the ninetytwo league clubs - the huge
media-and-money-driven business of
football has created new opportunities
for attending to the emotional and
spiritual needs of the `communities'
that congregate around clubs. By
taking their faith and its values, and
their commitment to the individual,
outside the formal institution that pays
them - chaplains are not employees of
the clubs, but of a variety of church
organizations - they can speck to, and
work with, people where they are, not
where the Church might wish them to
be.

So football can be `more important
than life and death' in this sense - it
can provide a space, a focus, where an
individual can feel part of a caring,
supportive community in which not
only joyful events like births and
marriages can be shared, but personal
tragedies and problems are taken
seriously, too. Within an increasingly
fragmented and alienating UK social
environment where `having a laugh' or
`a bit of fun' is the nirvana of millions,

the chaplain to a football club can help
nurture an alternative vision of what an
emotionally literate and spiritually
fulfilling life can contain. With
religious institutions in decline, and
traditional religious faith on the wane,
the local football club can become a
substitute space for emotional solace
and apiritual growth in the company of
fellow travellers. They may only be
travelling on the road to Wembley but
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are still soul companions on the

jouney through life.
It is now a clich6 that football is the
new planetary religion, with a worldwide imaginative hold on countless
millions of people. There are aspects
of this so-called `beautiful game' that
meet the deepest needs we have as

human beings - for a sense of
belonging, community and interconnectedness. For the experience of
passion, grace, and the intensity of
being within the midst of life. For an
arena where triumph and disaster,
victory and loss, celebration and
mourning, can be experienced in
symbolic form, and the inevitability of
disappointment integrated into one's
life. For a forum where collective
history is remembered and recounted,
and a sense of purpose constructed.
For a gathering place where song and
ritual are enacted week by week, year
by year. For a setting where one's
hopes and longings - for success, for
joyful living, for happiness or potency
- can be carried by iconic figures onto
whom one can project one's desires or
vent
one's
frustrations.
And

furthemore, a place where faith in the
improbable and belief in the impossible
- `We're going to win the Cup, we're

going to win the Cup, and now you're
going to believe us. . .' -are not only
permissible, but are almost a
requirement. The symptoms normally
associated with mental illness or
religion are here transferred onto the
domain of football.
` Steve Mcclaren's flrst task -as the

new England manager - is to transform
England's followers into believers... '

(A raporte;I for BBC 10 o'clock News,
16 August 2006)

In Newcastle, where Geordie
passion for their team is a renowned
force for social cohesion, you can order
special football-shaped memorial
stones to mark the grave of a loved
one. Done up in the team colours of
black-and-white, they can be suitably
inscribed and contain an opening at the

top in which to place one's floral
tribute. Local stone masons report that
they are a best-seller.
But football is also corrupt and
corrupting. On the field one sees a
culture of cynical gamesmanship and
cheating, outrageous diving, illtempered abuse of officialdom or
opponents, spasmodic violence and
occasional verbal racism: young men
of often wondrous gifts of bodily
dexterity and skill sometimes combine
their craft with a wondrous oblivion,
honesty and sportsmanship. Off the
field there are spectators throughout
Europe vicious of tongue and mean of
spirit, sometimes xenophobic, racist,
or homophobic. And then there is the
comipting influence of money -bribes
and bungs and shady deals and, before
the World Cup this year, the exposure
in Italian football and beyond of a vast
conspiracy to ensure that matches were
fixed in favour of certain clubs, with
referees and players on the payroll of
the fixers. So much for `the beautiful
game'. None of this is new, and some
of it - particularly match-fixing and
financial impropriety - goes back to
the late nineteenth century. There have
always been thugs on the pitch, and
hooligans off it.
I draw a veil of silence over the
Jewish dimension `to this: the millions

of pounds poured into the game by
high-profile Jewish owners of premiership clubs eager to buy success.
Chelsea's Roman Abramovich, with
unanswered questions about the source
of his wealth. The American Glazer
family who own Manchester United.
Portsmouth' s Israeli-born owner Alexi
Gaydamek, whose father owns Beitar
Jerusalem. Aston Villa's new billionaire owner Randy Lemer. Then there is
the plethora of Israeli behind-thescenes operators and agents that are
apparently so integral to European
football culture now. We have enough
troubles in the world without drawing
attention to the extent of Jewish
contirmed on next page
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Ervery week those who watch f;ootbdi see racism being
refuted. The leading UK and European chibs are often a
•r,can, Asian,
veritable United Nations Of talent
European and South American players worREng for each
other and putting racists to shave.
involvement in some of the more
disquieting aspects of this great game
of ours. Anti-Semites do not need yet
another hook on which to impale us
with their spite and envy.
Unfortunately there's more. In 1969
a war broke out between Honduras and
EI Salvador, sparked by World Cup
qualifying matches. And in 1994, less

than a fortnight after Andr6s Escobar
deflected the ball into his own net in
the opening stages of the World Cup
Finals, meaning that Columbia lost the
match 2-1 and were eliminated from
the competition, he was murdered
outside a bar in a Medellin suburb. The
killer shouted `Gooooooooooooo/./' mimicking South American football
commentators after a goal is scored for each of the twelve bullets flred.
And lest we think that this is an ugly,
`foreign' phenomenon that scars the
face of the `beautiful game' only in
far-off lands, there is a disturbing echo
of this shadow side of football in a
recent police report that in the UK,
incidents of domestic violence rise by
about 30 per cent when England lose a
match. On the other hand there is not
just apocryphal evidence that there is a
statistical birth spike around nine
months after a winning England
performance.
I do not know what our good-hearted
and caring chaplains make of this dark
side of their beloved game, for there is
no mention in their relentlessly
anecdotal book of any of this
desperately sad reality.
And yet there is something, on
occasion, that helps us rise above these
sordid, soul-cormpting aspects of the
religion that is football. Just as those
involved in conventional religions
know that their religious systems and
institutions and even leaders can be
hypocritical, small-minded, or unjust,
and that there are adherents who
pervert their holy religion's spiritual
truths and lie and deceive and even

murder in the name of their God. So
they know, too, that in spite of this,
there are dimensions of that faith that
give meaning and purpose and security
in an otherwise frightening world, and
that personal devotion to religion can
inspire and comfort, and offer hope
beyond compare. Religions of all kinds
can shelter hatred and distrust - but
they can also be the safest of harbours
for lives that might otherwise feel
adrift.
And those who follow football know
that beyond its malign aspects, there
are those always unpredictable
occurrences when moments of
inspiration or creative commitment
turn matches; .when bodily grace or
athleticism touches our spirits with a
glimpse of the wondrous nature of what
it is to be human; when a fmgertipsave by a man flying through the air in
defiance of gravity alters both the
destiny of a match and the emotional
well-being, for good and ill, of
countless men and women around the
world, watching in bars and clubs, at
home or in hotels, on giant screens in
city centres or huddled shoeless in
shacks, all joined in the intensity of
that moment in gratitude or despair.
The football fan is fated to know such
times: when victory is sweeter than
love; and also when loss feels
unbearable yet miraculously is bone
and recovered from - and hope for the
future is restored. What other global
human activity can do this? And it is
now truly a global phenomenon: there
are more national football federations
(207) in the football world's governing
body FIFA, than there are member

game now offers us a new model of coexistence and the potential benefits of
co-operation between people of hugely
diverse backgrounds. In the most
thoughtful chapter in the book, the
chaplain of Bolton Wanderers reports
on his multi-cultural and multi-faith
work with the Christians, Jews,
Muslims and Rastafarians amongst the
players. This work includes drawing
up a calender of festivals and holy days
so
they
can
be
celebrated
appropriately, and creating space at the
Club for spiritual reflectiveness. The
holistic model at Bolton is part of an
impressive wider philosophy there
which pays as much attention to the
human `spirit' as to the players' and
other employees' physical and material
well-being. And it is clearly not
Christocentric - a lesson some of the
other chaplains seem not yet to have
learned.
Every week those who watch
football see racism being refuted. The
leading UK and European clubs are
often a veritable United Nations of

talent - African, Asian, European and
South American players working for
each other and putting racists to shame.
Let the sublime skills of Arsenal's
captain, Thierry Henry, or the aesthetic
elegance of Real Madrid's Zin6dine
Zidane, son of Algerian immigrants,
stand in for all the rest. As the historian
Timothy Garton Ash has written:
`Every World Cup victory for France
is a defeat for Jean-Marie le Pen'. (77zc

Guardian, 22 June 2006).

`All that I lanow most surely about

is the largest faith community in the

morality and obligations I owe to
/oofbcz//. ' (Albert Camus, novelist,
philosopher
goalkeeper)
`1 learnedand
...that
a ball never arrives

world.
It is, at its best - which is,

from the direction you expected it. That
helped me in later life ... ' (diJto) 1

states ( 191 ) of the United Nations. This

admittedly, hardly ever - aweinspiring. But something else too. In a
world driven by conflicts involving
culture, religion and race, the global

RABBI HOWARD CO0PHR I.a a pr)/cAotherapist and writer. His latest book `The
Alphabet of Paradise: An A-Z of Spirituality for
ENeryday LLfe. is still in print.
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CAN WE STRIKE
A DEAL WITH

EVIL?
David Meyer

o§+£gp:EELS:,2££86±££:,m=a]¥b:;:I
ing the High Holy Days. Almost 200
years ago to the day, Napoleon
convened an assembly of Jewish leaders to help him open the door of
citizenship to French Jews. It was the
Enlightenment. The Jews of France
prepared to receive equal rights and
become full partners in the affairs of
state. Time had come for them to call
Europe home.
Two centuries later, I wonder if it
was all an illusion. I and other Jews
have begun moving toward the sad and
frankly terrifying realization that,
ultimately, we may have no home in
Europe. It is not that I no longer
identify as a European, or that my sense
of loyalty to the place of my birth has
weakened. It is not I who has changed
but rather it is Europe. A conflict has
emerged between this new Europe and
my Jewishness, and I do not know how
to resolve it.

Much has already been said and
written about the re-emergence of antiSemitism in Europe. But all the
discussion has not made the
phenomenon any more comprehensible
to me. I suppose that after the
Holocaust, no amount of anti-Semitic
madness should surprise us. But, I aln
still suaprised - and frightened. I am
frightened not just by the antiSemitism but by the collective
European response of indifference and
appeasement. September 112001, the

day the twin towers were destroyed in
New York, transformed the Europe `of
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peace' into the Europe of the `etemal
compromise'. A Europe where the
words `compromise', `dialogue', even
`abdication' are the keywords of a
persistent attitude. Undeniably, a
Europe that is `fanatical' in its nonviolence. A Europe that, in this
fanaticism, is ready once again to stay
silent: Because this is the heart of the
matter. By refusing to fight Al-Qaeda' s
ideology, by refusing firmly and
consistently to oppose the dangers of
Iranian nuclear technology, by still
refusing to support the very idea of
`Israel' faced with Hezbollah's

fanaticism, what is Europe doing, if
not considering that everything is
negotiable?
In response to this European attitude

reminiscent of Neville Chamberlain,
my faith forces me to reflect on the
eventuality of having to confront, even
through war, the `possible' existence
of radical evil. Ivhen I lean from the
Book of Deuteronomy that it is my
religious duty to `erase the memory of
Amalek from beneath the heavens', I
can only be frightened by this violent
passage, which contains within it the
idea of genocide. How can we accept a
religious commandment that obliges
us, eventually, to annihilate the other?
This dilemma is not only mine. An
orthodox Jew one day went to find
Martin Buber, the great German Jewish
philosopher of the twentieth century,
to tell him of his profound dilemma.
`How is it,' he said to Buber, `that

when King Saul showed mercy in his
struggle against Agag, the King of the
Amalekites, he was chastised by the

prophet Samuel for showing himself
capable of compassion, and being
ready to negotiate?' Buber remained
silent for a few moments before
answering: `1 think that Samuel was
mistaken about God's intentions.' But
Emil Fackeineim, one of the great
post-Shoah Jewish thinkers, sharply
criticizes Buber's answer and tells us:
`Through this answer, Buber
disposes of the problem of absolute
evil, because if Amalek is not its
incarnation, then absolute evil does not
exist. Here, we are therefore better
served by the Tradition: Amalek
continues to be recognized for what he
is, but as a symbol... On the level of
Jewish values, to distinguish between
Amalek and evil in general is always a
difficult task. To an extreme extent,
one risks seeing a replica of Amalek in
every enemy, while in fact the rabbis
recommend trying to make a friend of
every enemy... However, our era has
shown that the opposite danger is
greater: that which consists in
believing or dreaming that Amalek
does not exist.' [Jc/c7cz3.s772e cre{ prGse#f,

Albin Michel, Paris 1992, p. 245-248.]

This last sentence warrants further
thought. The price of refusing to
believe in the existence of evil and in
the absolute necessity of confronting it
is often very high. I agree that respect
for life has a supreme value. Above all,
the greatest danger would be to
consider every enemy as a `potential
Amalek'. Peace is an absolute value
and we
must
always
make
compromises to achieve it. But we
cannot escape one crucial question: if
we have to make compromises, `with
whom?' Compromise and dialogue are
not values in themselves if the question
`with whom?' is not asked.
I fear that my religious tradition is
indeed on a collision course with
Europe, which seemingly refuses, on
principle, all ideas of `confrontation'.

Has Europe not leaned that one day
we have to confront what frightens and
terrorizes us? Or is Europe still looking

for a path to the laying down of arms
and the dubious compromise? For us
the Jews of Europe, after witnessing
the murder of six million of our own,
we find ourselves today unable to see
eye to eye with the political options of
our old continent. And if this is not the
ultimate wake-up call for Europe, it
seems to me that today our presence in
Europe, two hundred years after we
were granted citizenship, is reaching

its end I
RABBI DAVID REYER I.a Exec#fz.i/e Boczrd
Member Of the European Jewish Irformation
Centre, Brussels, Rabbi, Teacher.
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disputation especially over moral
questious is very welcome. As you are
aware the argument over the narrative
of the Jewish engagement with the rest
of British society is still very much
alive and reflected in the difference in
tone and perspective between Cecil
Ftorfu:s The History of the Jews in
E7?gJcz72J and Todd Endelman's 2002
publication 772e Jews o/Brz.fczz.72, j6J6

-2000.

I WENT INTO THE

FAITH CHANGING ROOM
AND CAME OUT...
The Bishop Of London gave this address at the West London Synagogue Of British
Je:ws to mark the 350th armiversary Of the return Of Jews to this country.

Richard Chartres
strange time in English history.
THEBishops
YEAR
had1656
been abolished,
WAS the
A
Book of Common Prayer bamed and
there was no tolerance for members of
the Church of England or for Roman
Catholics.

Members of the Fifth Monarchy Sect
were predicting the end of the world in
1656. The news of the discovery of one
of the lost tribes of Israel in South
America fed into the sense of
apocalyptic
expectation.
Oliver
Cromwell organized a conference in
Whitehall to give him the answer he
wanted - that the Jewish community
should be welcomed to return to
England for the first time since the
shameful events of 1290.
The conference was inconclusive
and indeed added to the frenzy of
rumour. The Jews, it was alleged, had
made a bid for the dilapidated shell of
St Paul's Cathedral but Parliament
asked too much and the deal fell
through.
Mention of 1290 brings me to the
first reason why I rejoice in this
occasion and your presence here as
what I believe your admirable Rabbi
and my good fiiend - Rabbi Dr Mark
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Winer -calls `glatt Brits'. The Jewish
community holds up a mirror to a
society as a whole and reveals
uncomfortable but salutary truths. A
fortnight ago I visited the Jewish
Museum in Berlin. It was a fresh
opportunity to contemplate the life of
Leo Baeck and the sufferings of the
Jewish people in the Holocaust. But I
had to tell our excellent guide that the
first instance of a blood libel in
medieval Europe was in fact not in
German lands but in Norwich.
My first engagement as Bishop of
Stepney brought me to another reason
for celebrating the Jewish contribution
to this country. I was invited with my
colleague Rabbi Lawrence Rigal to
help fix a blue plaque to the birthplace
of Jackie Kid Berg, the Jewish boxer,
who was known as the Whitechapel
Windmill. Cable Street, where he lived
over a fish and chip shop, had been
comprehensively redeveloped and as
the clergy marched either side of the
plaque, a sharp dispute erupted over
where precisely the shop had been.
In a British culture which has
sometimes been over-coded and has at
times unhelpfully shrunk from taking
stands, the tradition of argument and

I have leaned a great deal from both
books but from my own perspective I
especially value th6 contribution which
the Jewish community has made to
establishing a pluralistic civil culture
in which no one voice or group is
permitted to dominate but where in
contrast to some continental traditions,
faith also has a place and is not
banished to the margins of life.
I am proud of the fact that it was in
the City of London that so many of the
decisive steps were taken - our first
Jewish Lord Mayor David Salomons
in 1855 and the first Jewish Member of
Parliament. It seemed very natural in
the light of this story, when Peter
Levene was elected Lord Mayor, to
walk together to Bevis Marks to give
thanks for our common inheritance.
The contribution of faith to civic
pluralism is once again controversial.
There are versions of lethal religion in
circulation which have tempted some
to believe that only by expelling faith
from the public square will we have
peace. The reality is that lethal religion
flourishes in a spiritual vacuum and
that this is the time to communicate the
traditions of healthful religion to our
children with a new urgency. I see the
Jewish community as a whole and
certainly the community of the West
London Synagogue of British Jews as
a crucial part of this work.
It is not only religious literacy which
must be communicated but healthful
religious practice and here I salute the
Jewish community for being such a
conspicuous and good example of
generosity for your neighbours.
I expect that many Christmas
stockings will be bulging with this
year's religious best seller - 77ze Goc7
De/cfLrz.o77. Whatever the merits of the

contents the title points to an important
problem. When human beings have the
delusion that they are themselves gods,
able to exploit the earth simply for their
own commodity without any awareness of the Creator or the plight of their
neighbour in our interconnected world,
then dire consequences follow. Our
ecological crisis is at root a spiritual
crisis, a kind of autism which causes us
to spoil and waste the earth unaware
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that we are in truth participants in a
web of life and that we have been
created from the dust of the earth, as
the Book of Genesis teaches `to till and
keep' the garden, to balance development with preservation.
So I celebrate this event not with an
emphasis on the Jewish capacity to
`blend in' but, quite the opposite, with

This year I had to
obtain the notice on
the door Of the
relevant room as a

an enthusiasm for the assertion of a
specifically Jewish religious and
cultural identity. Spiritual life also
needs bio-diversity.
We live at a time in London, exposed
to the cuITents of global events and
cultures, when we seem to have entered
a new post secular era. We are

sourvenir because it

searching for a new healthful
engagement between faith and reason
in a pluralistic public square where no
one voice should dominate but where
faith has a vital contribution to make.
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sinply reads `Faith
Changing Room '.
I had a vision Of
someone going
in a Cahiinistic
Methodist and
coming out a
Zoroastrian.

We are just leaming how to do this
together with sometimes surreal
results. Both Rabbi Tony Bayfield and
I participated in the ceremonies around
the Cenotaph on Remembrance
Sunday. We are kindly offered
accommodation for robing in tbe
Foreign Office. This year I had to
obtain the notice on the door of the
relevant room as a souvenir because it
simply reads `Faith Changing Room'.
I had a vision of someone going in a
Calvinistic Methodist and coming out
a Zoroastrian.
But integration does not mean
homogenization, as you have proved.
Thanks be to God for your 350 years
here and thanks be to God for the

centuries to come .
THE RT REVD AND RT HON RICHARD
CIIARTRES, DD FSA I.a /Ae /j2"d Bz.s4ap o/
London.
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Q; What was your childhood and
family background? Is the family
from inunigrant stock? What Jewish
irfuences were there?
A: My great grandparents immigrated

BARRY HYVAN
IN CONVERSATION WITH

JVLICHAEL GRABINER
- Chairman of the
Movement for Reform Judaism
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from Eastern Europe in the 1890s
and settled in the East End of
London. My great grandfather was
chairman of the Kosher Butchers
Society. My grandparents moved
out of London to St Albans at the
beginning of the Second World War.
They were founder members of the
United Synagogue there and my
father is still President of the
synagogue. My parents owned a
small chain of clothing shops in
which I worked during the school
holidays. I was educated at a local
primary school and St Albans
School, a direct grant grammar
school, where I was one of six
Jewish boys in the school. I am the
eldest of four children, all of whom
are now members of Reform
synagogues. My brother Stephen is
the immediate past Chair of Alyth.
Q; Trmat were your interests in your
teenage years?
A: I was very heavily involved in my
synagogue youth clubs and played
a lot of chess. I was Herts undersixteen-chess-champion and played
at senior county level.
Q; Was it your decision to apply to
Cambridge?
A: Yes. I had been offered a place at
LSE (the London School of
Economics and Political Science)
but decided to stay on at school for
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I strongly believe that access to good quality

Jewish films iri this country has a very importat role
to play in strengthening Jewish identity particularly
among people who mighi otherwise have little or no
engagement with Jewish life.

an extra term to apply to Cambridge.
I decided that I did not really want
to go to university in London as it
was a bit too close to home. It also

gave me the opportunity to spend
four months in Israel before going
up to Cambridge in the following
year.
Q: You were President Of the Studehis
Union? How did you get that
appointment and how did it
inf ouence your university lif e?
A: I was elected in a university-wide
election as the Broad Left candidate
representing a loose alliance from
liberals to communists. I was an
active member of the Labour Party
and remain to this day an armchair
member. The main effect it had on
my university life was to extend it
by an extra and very enjoyable
sabbatical year. It also encouraged
me to continue my interest in
politics after university. Five years
later in 1978 I was elected as a
Labour councillor in the London
Borough of Brent and served on the
council for four years.
Q.. When/how/wky did you and your
wife meet? Is she irrvolved in the
Ref ;orm Movement?
A: We met in my final year at
Cambridge. Jane had just come up
as one of the first year of women at
King's College. We were introduced
by a mutual friend Charles Clarke,
the former Home Secretary, who
three years later was to be the best
man at our wedding. She is curently
a Trustee and Vice-Chair of the
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Rabbinic Development Foundation
which was set up by Rabbi Jeffrey
Newman to offer support to
Progressive Rabbis in the UK,
Europe and the former Soviet
Union. We have four children: three
sons and a daughter, aged 26, 22,
17 and 14 all of whom have been,
or cuITently are, involved in RSYNetzer activities.
Q.. When/how/why did you decide to
make business a career rather than
Economics in which you did your
degree? What drives you in the
business field?
A: My degree was in Economics and
Politics and I have always been
interested in the link between the
two subjects and its impact on
business. Hence my flrstjob was as
a finance manager at Post Office
Telecommunications, the precursor
to BT, which was then in the public
sector. Today I am Chair of partnerships for Schools, a joint venture
between the Government and the
private sector, which is overseeing
the investment programme to
rebuild and modernize all the
secondary schools in England over
the next fifteen years. Throughout
my business career, which has
mainly been in the private sector, I
have been heavily involved in
managing change in organizations
to make them more effective.
Q.. How did you come to be involved in
the UK Jewish Film Festival and
chair it 2004 and 2005?
A: I got involved because I was asked

to help bring the Festival to London
in 2004 in order to make it accessibletoawideraudience.Myjobwas

predominantly on the commercial
side. I strongly believe that access
to good quality Jewish films in this
country has a very important role to
play in strengthening Jewish idemtity particularly among people who
might otherwise have little or no
engagement with Jewish life.
Q.. What was your involvement in
Roform Judaism bofore becoming
Chairman?
A: I have been a member of Finchley
Reform Synagogue for the last
twenty years. I had been on the old
RSGB Board for four years, the last
three as Treasurer.
Q..WherewillReformJudaismbeinten
years time?
A: In ten years' time Reform Judaism
will be playing an increasingly
important role at the heart of the
mainstream Jewish community in
this country. Our approach of
reaching out to people where they
are to meet their deepest Jewish
needs will have resulted in a
continuing
increase
in
the
proportion of Reform Jews in the
community and an end to the decline
in the total number of identifying
Britisb Jews I

BARB:y EN[MAII is Vice President Of Radlett
& Bushey Reform Synagogue and former PR
consultant to RSGB.
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WHY OUR GRANDCHILDREN
MAY CURSE US
any consideration of Jewish
THE environmental
STARTINGethics
POINT
is DeuterFOR
onomy 20.19-20, which is universally
known as the commandment of Bcr/
rcrsfec¢z.z [`Do not destroy']. The text
states:

`When, in a war against a city, you

have to besiege it a long time in order
to capture it, you may not destroy its
trees, wielding the axe against them.

You may eat of them but you may not
cut them down. Are trees of the field
human to withdraw before you under
siege? Only trees that you know do not
yield food may be destroyed; you may
cut them down for constructing siege
works against the city that is waging
war on you, until it has been reduced.'
(JPSA)
It may further be noted that in the
King James Bible, the Hebrew phrase,
hi ha-adam eytz ha-sadeh lavo rhi-pa72ec%cz bcr-"cz/zor is translated: `for the

tree of the field is man's life to employ
them in the siege.'

Sef er Ha-Chinuch c;oimmeats on
Bal tashchit..

`The root reason for the precept is

evident. It is in order to train our spirits
to love what is good and beneficial and
to cling to it; and as a result, good
fortune will cling to us, and we will
move away from every evil thing and
from every matter of destructiveness.
This is the way of the kindly people of
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Charles Middleburgh
piety
and
the
conscientiously
observant; they love peace and are
happy at the good fortune of people,
and bring them near the Torah. They
will not destroy even a mustard seed in
the world, and they are distressed at
every ruination and spoilage that they
see; and if they are able to do any
rescuing, they will save anything from
destruction with all their power.' [no.
529]

It can be clearly seen from this comment that though the original impetus

careful not to corrupt or destroy My
universe; for if you cormpt it there is
no one to repair it after you.'
In spite of the fact that, as inheritors
of a long-time urbanized culture
divorced from the land we Jews tend to
have viewed the natural world as
sometbing removed from us, our
tradition at any rate suggests that the
great rabbis of former times retained a
keen interest in it, and a strong sense of
its intrinsic importance, as well as its
indication of the greatness of the power
of the Creator. Bereyshit Rabbah 10.7
is a perfect example:
`Even those things which we may

trees, it quickly develops to include
what we would call environmentalism,
and environmentalism applies to flora,
fauna, and babitat, as well as responsible use of natural resources.
One of the most famous rabbinic
texts undexpinning Jewish environmentalism is in Qohelet Rabbah,

regard as superfluous to the creation of
the world, such as flies, fleas and
mosquitoes, are included in the
creation of the world, and the Holy
One, ever to be praised carries out a
purpose with everything, even by
means of a snake, a scorpion, a
mosquito, or a frog.'
And there are examples of the rabbis
considering animal biology and

7.12.§1, commenting on Qoh. 7.13:

physiology [Shab.77b], as well as close

Consider the work Of God; f;or who can
make that straight which God has made
crooked?
`When the Holy One, ever to be

observation of animal behaviour,

and focus of Bcr/ rcrs%cfez.z was fruit

praised, created the first human, God
took him and led him round all the
trees of the Garden of Eden, and said to
him: Behold My works, how beautiful
and commendable they are ! Everything
that I have created is for your sake. Be

[Hull.57b; Devarim Rabbah 5.2.]

The rabbis were concerned about
litter disposal, as well as the creation
of sanitary living conditions [BK 82b],
and also the location of industry that
impacted on human beings, in this case
tarmeries [88 2.8-9].
Aristotle [De Caelo 1.4] famously
took a utilitarian position on the animal
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kingdom, that is to say that it was

placed on the earth for our beneflt, to
treat it as we will, and there are plenty
of parallels in rabbinic literature [i.e.
Shab. 77b, where Rav states that `of
everything which the Holy One, ever
to be praised, created in this world,
nothing was created without a

purpose'] but there are more than
enough other indications that while the
rabbis may never have gone so far as to
assert that the animal kingdom has no
purpose, other than its own existence,
they understood that as pat of the
divine creation it deserved, even
demanded, respect and care.
There is, after all, the famous
czggtzc7cz¢ which tells of Rabbi Judah

Ha-Nasi, Rabbi Judah the Prince, the
writer of the Mishnah no less, being
punished for mistreating a calf, and
only being healed when he showed
kindness to some kittens. [BM 85a]
In addition, Hullin 7b and the
Tosefta BK 115b forbid the needless

killing of animals or the provision of
polluted, and potentially poisonous,
water to them.
Maimonides, contrary to what one
might expect, does not write with
apparent consistency about the welfare
of animals, and their treatment by
human beings, but he does state the
foflowingintheGuideOfthePerplexed
about the prohibition against killing an
animal and its young on the same day:
`...this

being

a precautionary

measure in order to avoid slaughtering
the young animal in front of its mother.
For in these cases animals feel very
great pain, there being no difference
regarding this pain between humans
and other animals. For the love and
tenderness of a mother for her child is
not consequent upon reason, but upon
the activity of the imaginative faculty,
which is found in most animals just as
it is found in hunian beings.' [Guide,
3.48]

The rabbis enunciated the principle
of /zcz-czr bcr-c!/e); cfecz)ryz.in, proscribing

and infliction of unnecessary pain on
animals, and there are many examples
that may be adduced in this connection
in
the
S hulchan
Arukh
[OH.305.8,10;332.2,

305.20;

332.4,

332.3, 532.1]; there are also respo#sc7

devoted to aspects of animal welfare,
pf which I shall cite my two favourites,
the first by Rabbi Ezekiel Landau
(1720-1793) and the second by Rabbi

Samuel Morpurgo, both eighteenth
century scholars.
On hunting, Landau opined:
` . . .We flnd in the Torah the sport of

hunting imputed to no one but to such
fierce characters as Nimrod and Esau,
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never to any of the Patriarchs or their
descendants. The customary blessing,
"Thou shalt outlive", offered to one
dooming a new garment, is... omitted
altogether in the case of a fur coat.
Such a blessing might make it appear
that the killing of animals is not only
condoned but actually desirable, which
is contrary to the verse in Psalms "And
His tender mercies are over all His
works.". . . I cannot comprehend how a
Jew could even contemplate killing
animals merely for the pleasure of

should one retort: "What matters it to
me if those fowl agonize unduly in
their death throes? Will God choose to
plead their cause and exact vengeance
for their spilt blood?" I declare: "Open
your eyes and behold how demanding
our holy Torah is in the area of /zcz-czr
bcr-cz/e);chcr)ryz."!"...Itisadoubledand

redoubled duty upon man to engage in
matters
which
contribute
to
civilization, and not in the destmction
of
creation
for
sport
and
entertainment. ' [Shemesh Tzedakah
(Venice,1743), no.18]

When the Italian
Rabbi Morpurgo
(1681-1740)

discovered that Jews

were hunting aninals
and birds to sell them
to non-Jews for meat,
he was outraged and
amazed that `the
rermaut Of Israel, the
holy seed, the children
Of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob, those raputed
to be conapassionate,

modest and lied,
could be guilty Of
such barbarities . '
hunting, when he has no immediate
need for the bodies of the creatures .... It
is downright cruelty.' [Nodah
Biyehudah, Y.D., no.10]
When the Italian Rabbi Moapurgo
(1681-1740)discoveredthatJewswere
hunting animals and birds to sell them
to non-Jews for meat, he was outraged

and amazed that `the remnant of Israel,
the holy seed, the children of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob, those reputed to be
compassionate, modest and kind, could
be guilty of such barbarities.' And he
continued:
`How can we behave so sadistically

towards these lovely
creatures
fashioned by the Holy One, ever to be

praised, to inhabit His world? How can
we justify killing these innocent
animals in such a cruel manner? And

There are two distinct models of
ecologythatdeserveourattention,both
of which may be deemed to draw their
inspiration from Jewish tradition. The
first is Stewardship, a model that
emphasizes our capacity to affect the
rest of Creation, and to do so both
positively and negatively.
Our
challenge as human beings, expressed
in Genesis 2.15, and underscored by
the Midrash from Qohelet Rabbah, is
to be loving caretakers of the earth.
Implicit in the Stewardship model is
the human awareness that what we do
makes a definite difference to the earth,
and also the moral demand that we use
our unique position of power over the
natural world to be concerned for its
welfare and to live our lives in a way
that is ecologically sound. But we also
need to acknowledge that human
beings, in our inimitable fashion, have
grossly abused the Stewardship idea
over the centuries, especially the last
three, and have taken advantage of the
power while
abandoning
the
responsibility. Of course the line
between utilitarian use and abuse is
thin, but we have all too often rubbed it
out altogether.
The other model is known as Deep
Ecology: this model, to which I
personally subscribe with every fibre
of my intellectual being, portrays
humanity as just another transient
species, of no greater or lesser
significance than any other.
We are part of the web of life, a thin
strand like many others in that web,
and the very idea that the earth needs
human stewards is both risible and
arrogant.
The earth had billions of years
without us, and it will do just as well
when the human species has been
eradicated. I have always felt that the
Almighty expressed this thought
perfectly with the question to Job [38.4,
6-7]: `Where were you when I laid the
earth's foundation? Who set its
comerstone when the moming stars
sang together and all the divine beings
continued on page 20
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continued from page 17
shouted for joy. '
Deep Ecology, which is a twentieth
century environmentalist approach, is
clearly in opposition to the Stewardship model that is so firmly rooted in
the biblical tradition, and draws much
of its inspiration from the utter and
complete mess that human beings have
made of the earth, especially with
regard to environmental degradation.
Stewardship is anthropocentric, the
Deep Ecologists say, humanity has
failed to protect the planet, humanity
has gratuitously exploited the planet
for its own ends, so why on earth
should we use our own dubious human
standards for appraising Creation. For
Deep Ecologists, every species has its
own intrinsic worth, and none is worth

more than any other, including that
damaged anthropoid fromo sczpz.e7es.

And they can draw some inspiration
from Maimonides who stated [Guide
3,12]: `It should not be believed that

all beings exist for the sake of the
existence of man. On the contrary, all
the other beings too have been intended
for their own sakes and not for the sake
of anything else. '
Yet for all its appeal to those of a
more humble mindset, the Deep
Ecology model, which certainly shoots
a hole through our arrogance, is not
enough, for it can all too easily lead to

It should not be
believed that all
beings exist for the
scke Of the existence
Of man. On the

contrary, all the other
beings too have been
intended f;or their own
sckes and not f;or the
sake Of anything else.
apathy. What is needed is a balance, a
combination of both: a sense that we
are a mere speck in the cosmos,
certainly, but also a profound
awareness of both our destructive

potential and the requirement of
environmental responsibility and
restraint.

WrTfing in Ecology and the Jewish
Spz.rJ.f, the environmentalist Rabbi
Dan Fink has written:
`Our sages taught that for two and a
half years, the school of Shammai and
the school of Hillel disputed. The

school of Shammai argued that it
would have been better if humanity
had not been created. The school of
Hillel insisted that it was better for
humanity to have been created. Finally,
a vote was taken and it was decided: It
would have been better if humanity
had not been created, but now that we
are here let us examine our deeds. .
Perhaps the earth does not need us to
tend it. The planet might have been
betteroffwithoutus.Maybejustvanity
and inflated self-importance lead us to
believe that we, who were created just
a geological instant ago, should bear
any responsibility for a world that has
been evolving for 4.5 billion years.
Still, for the duration that we are
here, we would do well to heed the
prevailing talmudic majority and,
aware of our finitude, weigh our
actions and do our best for ourselves,
our descendants, and the rest of God's
extraordinary creations. ' /p.239/
One of the best single collections of
material on Judaism and Ecology is the
two voharne Torah Of the Earth, edilhed
by Arthur Waskow and published by
Jewish Lights in 2000. Subtitled,
Exploring 4,000 Years Of ECOLOGY
in Jewish Thought, the first vofu"e
deals with Biblical Israel: One Land,
One People, and Rabbinic Judaism:
One People, Many Lands; the second
deals with Zionism: One Land, Two
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Peoples, and Eco-Judaism: One Earth,
Many Peoples. There is much that
might be quoted in the context of thissession but I shall restrict myself to
two; endangered species and a
concluding general thought.
Concern for endangered species has
always ranked near the top of the scale
of environmental concerns, and there
is a profound and deep-rooted strain of
concern for animal welfare in the
Jewish tradition.
The Torah states that an ox and an
ass may not be yoked together and
Rabbi Abraham Ibm Ezra comments on
the verse that this is because harnessing
two such different animals with such
disparate strength would be cruel to

the one and awkward for the other
[Deut. 22:10].

When an animal is working a
threshing wheel it should not be
muzzled [Deut. 25:4] thus giving it the
opportunity to feed to maintain its
strength.
In the Ten Commandments it is
explicitly stated that one's animals
should enjoy rest on the Sabbath day
just as their human masters should
[Exod. 20:10; Deut. 5:14].

The Torah further adds that if you
see an animal that has collapsed under
the weight on its back, even if it
belongs to your enemy, you must help
him relieve the animal of its distress
[Exod. 23:5]: concern for the animal's

welfare overriding issues of difficulty
in inter-human relationships.
In the book of Leviticus there is a
commandment which states that an
animal should not be slaughtered on
the same day as its young [Lev. 22:28],
and Moses Maimonides comments in
The Guide Of the Perplexed r!Gwide
3:48] `The pain of the animals under
such circumstances is very great. There
is no difference between human
suffering and the pain felt by other
living beings in a case like this'. The
book of Proverbs states [12:10] `The

just man takes care of his beasts, but
the heart of the wicked is merciless.'
The Talmud then adds to the weight
of opinion about animal welfare by
explicitly stating that when a man
comes home from a day's work presumably of an agricultural type however hungry or thirsty he might be,
the beasts must be fed and watered first
[8. Ber. 40a].

In a chapter on Judaism and
Environmental Ethics, Dr Jonathan
Helfand, Professor of Modern Jewish
History at the City University of New
York, writes:
`An aggadah in the Talmud recreates
the scene from the Ark and has the
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raven rebuke Noah, saying: "You must
hate me, for you did not choose [to
send a scout] from the species of which
there are seven [that is, the clean birds
of which Noah was commanded to take

The pilgrimage
f ;estivals ordained by
the Bible do not just
celebrate historic
events but mark the

agricultural cycle even f;or the child
who has never seen
am orchard or walked
in a field Of grain.
The prayers f;or dew

and rain recited on
Passover and
Tabernacles,

lacking a species?" (Sanh.108b) This

concern over the destruction of a
species is also invoked by the medieval
commentator Nachmanides to explain
the biblical injunction against
slaughtering a cow and her calf on the
same day (Lev.22.28) and the taking of
a bird with her young (Deut. 22.6).'
will

not

permit

Judaism is in every way an
anthropocentric faith, with human
beings occupying a place whose
significance is only exceeded, in terms
of importance, by the Deity itself. This
would be deeply problematic for those
of us who see human beings as highly
developed primates, wholly part of the
animal kingdom, and not necessarily
any more important than any other
creatures, were it not for the fact that
the strain of concern for animal welfare
and protection is strong and
incontrovertible.
That it has not been as highly
developed over recent centuries as it
should have been is readily
understandable when we consider the
developments in modern Jewish
history, that it should remain in the

background in the early twenty-first
century would be as inexcusable as to
some of us it is unacceptable.

Jonathan Helfand also writes as
follows about the importance of
maintaining a high profile for the
environment and nature in Jewish

be
disenchanted,
but
never
"despiritualized". For Judaism nature

seven pairs] but from a species of
which there are only two. If the power
of the sun or the power of the cold
overwhelm me, would not the world be

`Scripture

species. ' [Ramban to Deut.22.6]

life:
`In the Jewish tradition nature may

respectively, alert
man to the needs Of
nature and to his own
dapendence on the
vagaries Of rain,
wind and sun.

[vol.1., p.134f.]

them while they are free to fly away, is
considered as if he had destroyed that

a

destructive act that will cause the
extinction of a species, even though it
has permitted the ritual slaughtering of
that species for food. And he who kills
mother and sons in one day, or takes

serves as a guide and inspiration.
``Bless the Lord, 0 my soul", cries out

the Psalmist as he views the heaven
and earth and the wonders of creation.
"How great are Your works, 0 Lord;
in wisdom You have made them all,
the earth is full of Your possessions"
[Ps.104.I].

Even a cursory glance at the daily
prayer book reveals the depth to which
the Jew must be stirred by nature and
recognize in it a profound manifestation of God. The legal and ethical
imperatives to preserve and conserve
the environment are highlighted as the
daily liturgy begins with a blessing for
the rooster who distinguishes between
day and night. The following blessings
and Psalms to God as Creator offer in
nature a spiritual sustenance for man's
faith.
Similarly, the pilgrimage festivals
ordained by the Bible do not just
celebrate historic events but mark the
agricultural cycle - even for the child
who has never seen an orchard or
walked in a field of grain. The prayers
for dew and rain recited on Passover
and Tabernacles, respectively, alert
man to the needs of nature and to his
own dependence on the vagaries of
continued on next page
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We are already seeing the results Of
untrammelled and irresponsible use Of

natural resources and unrestrained
pollution Of the atmosphere.
rain, wind and sun.
Thus, even in the midst of the
concrete urban setting, prayer and
ritual keep man in touch with nature,
teach him to revere nature, and
heighten his sense of dependence on
nature.
Suffused with the spirit of the
Psalms, he comes to view nature as a
living testimony to a living God. Says
the Talmud: [Ber.43a] "He who goes
out in the spring and views the trees in
bloom must recite, `Blessed is He who
left nothing lacking in His world and
created beautiful creatures and
beautiful trees for man to glorify in'."
Praying man admires, praises, and is
inspired by nature; how can he
wantonly destroy it?
The Talmud [BK 50b] tells the story
of a farmer who was clearing stones
from his field and throwing them into a
public thoroughfare. A hasid rebuked
him, saying: "Worthless one! Why are
you clearing stones from land that is
NOT yours and depositing them on
property which IS yours?" The famier
scoffed at him for this strange reversal
of the facts. In the course of time the
famer had to sell his field, and he was
walking on the public road, he fell on
those same stones he had thoughtlessly
deposited there. He then understood
the truth of the hasid's words: the
damage he had wrought in the public
domain was ultimately damage to his
own property and wellbeing.

Modern man, like the ancient farmer
of the parable, suffers from selfinflicted wounds. The reason for his
suffering is perhaps best analysed by
the rabbis in the following passage
from Ethics of the Fathers. fJcr-fa.79 'c7fe

ve-ha-ta' avah ve-ha-kavod motzi ' in et
ha-adam min ha-olam. Ieallouay,
desire, and pursuit of glory remove
man from this world. Or, in the modem
idiom, keeping up with the Joneses,
impulse control breakdown, and ego
tapping -these are at the root of man's
estrangement from nature. In this
aphorism .and in countless other
sources, Judaism calls upon man to
control his appetites and respect the
rights of others. In the final analysis,
this is perhaps the key to all of
conservation ethics.' [ibid., pp.138140]

I would like to end on a personal
note. I leaned direct fi.om God, when I
was a little boy, that I was to love the
natural world and see its preservation
and conservation as being as important
and relevant to my life as the air I
needed to breathe to survive. Well,
that's not strictly true, I didn't lean it
direct from God, I leaned it from my
father, who when I was a child I
thought was God: when I grew older I
realized, as do we all, that my father
wasn't God, and that like everyone he
had feet of clay. But that early lesson
has stuck with me, and informed my
entire life, and nothing makes me

happier, or prouder, than the
knowledge that my love of and concern
for the natural world, and for this
glorious planet, is not just my own
obsession but a core moral directive of
the faith that I cherish.
That my feelings are not shared by
many of my co-religionists is a slight
frustration but also a positive
challenge: each and every one of us
has a transcendental and deeply selfish
reason for teaching and preaching the
necessity of environmental awareness,
concern, and action.
We are already seeing the results of
untrammelled and irresponsible use of
natural resources and unrestrained
pollution of the atmosphere. It may be
too late to halt this process, but it must
be possible to slow it down: our

tradition demands that we support this
endeavour and raise our voices in
championing it. Our children might
forgive our silence and apathy on
environmentalism, but our greatgrandchildren will curse us for our
selfishness, and for our betrayal of
some of Judaism's profoundest and
most universal teachings.
How, in all conscience, could we
allow that to happen? I
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SUGARY PLATITUDE

AND BllTER TRUTH
whole shelf of books. `Please
THEY
explaintoourreaders',askedthe
LOOKED LIKE A
Editor, `why there are so many
inter faith books coming out at the
moment. There must be a reason for it. '
Reasons are not hard to find. Just open
a newspaper. Religion is in the news.
Passionate are the debates about faith
schools, Muslims and the veil, atheism

and faith, gays and the Church, the role
of religion in wider society. That is all
on top of the noisy debate about
extremism and fundamentalism since 9/
11 and 7/7. After decades of being

ignored, faith groups and interfaith
organizations suddenly find the
goverrment wants to listen to us and
to respond to what we have to say.
Faith groups are seen as contributing
positively to society and what the
goverrment calls `community cohesion'
- so long as they are not too extreme.
For the first time, there is government
money for interfaith events - so long
as they promote moderation. So in
addition to the fresh media interest, faith
groups have to cope with the new
government interest, and the inevitable
interference that goes with it.
But the above crop looked
promising, every one of them nicely
bound and lavishiy printed. So it was
with a sense of excitement that I started
to work my way through them.
Nobody in the Jewish world works
harder for good Jewish-Christian
relations than Rabbi David Rosen. He
is the president of an intemational
Jewish interfaith organization known
by the acronym IJCIC, pronounced
`itch-chick' and works tirelessly on

building official relations between the
State of Israel and the Vatican. The
fuss in 2005 about Church of England
`disinvestment' from Israel found

Rabbi Rosen flying into London at
short notice to try to sort things out. He
is a scholarly and fluent speaker, and a
wonderfully thoughtful ambas s ador for
Israel and the Jewish world. So it was
with great anticipation that I turned to
The Christian and the Pharisee i:r\
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KINGDOM COMING: THE RISE
OF CHRISTIAN NA;TIONALISM
by Michelle Goldberg
W W Norton & Co lnc, New York,
2006, ISBN 0-393-06094-2,
pp.210, hb, £14.99

THE TENT OF ABRAHAM:
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by Joan Chittister, Murshid Saadi
Shakur Chishti, Rabbi Arthur Waskow
Beacon Press, Boston, Massachusetts,
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pp.218 hb, $24.95
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and Rabbi David Rosen
Hodder & Stoughton, London, 2006,
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RADICAL TRADITIONS:
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by Michael Wyschogrod
SCM-Canterbury Press Ltd, London,
2006, ISBN: 0-334-04030-2,

pp.236, pb, £30.00

ISRAEL: HIS PEOPLE, HIS
LAND, HIS STORly
edited by Fred Wright
Thankful Books, Eastboume, 2005,
ISBN: 1-905084-03-X,

pp.312, pb, flo.95

which David Rosen `debates the road
to Heaven' with an evangelical
Christian Dr. R.T. Kendall. It is not an
easy debate. Originally a series of
email exchanges, they have been

reprinted with little editing, which
makes the knotty points obvious. Over
a hundred pages in, and Dr Kendall is
still able to write `1 believe your belief
system is flawed. Otherwise the people
of Israel 2000 years ago would have
embraced their Messiah.' (p.117)

There is much more in the same vein.
What a disappointment. So far from
pushing forward the frontiers of
dialogue, Kendall and Rosen take them
back many centuries. The issue of the
exclusive claims of Christianity which
was at the basis of so many medieval
debates resurface in this book. It is a
sobering reminder of the resurgence of
a robust and evangelical Christianity.
Outside the Church of England and the
Catholic Church, the centuries old
view of Jews as the ones who rejected
Christ is alive and well. The scholarly
David Rosen is reduced to explaining
the basics of our faith. He does it well.
But this is a book which is not going to
convince anybody about anything,
more a head-on collision than a
meeting of minds.
Worse was to come with a better
book on a lamentable theme. Michelle
Go\cherg.s Kingdom Coming: The
RIse Of Christian Nationalism charts
the upward rise of the Christian Right
in America. `Laws and rules that stood
in the right's way were twisted or
ignored
as
mere
technicalities
compared with the higher laws of
scripture and national destiny. ' ®. 177)

Goldberg argues that if current trends
continue, all other US citizens will end
up as `Exiles in Jesusland.' The book
is a sobering reminder that the rise and

prevalence of dialogue has its
counterpart in the rise and prevalence
of intolerance. In the US, arguments
about creation, gays, AIDS and
abortion arouse such strong passions
that they spill over into violence. `It
makes no sense' ends Goldberg `to
fight religious authoritarianism abroad
while letting it take over at home.' The
book is simple and salutory, assertive
and an easy read.
continued on next page
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support of Christian Zionists. We are
as suspicious of their love as we are of
Christian hatred. Neither seems totally
honest. I remember an early Leo Baeck
College conference with Christian
theology students, some of them
looking at me as if they were trying to
work out where my halo had gone.
They had a rose-tinted view of Judaism
and Jewish life. Slowly I came to
realize that their theology was based
on a reaction against Christian antiSemitism. Those who hate us believe
we can do no right, and those who love
us believe we can do no wrong. Both
are equally absurd.
To be fair, much in the book is a
useful antidote to Christian divergence
from Judaism. But the last chapter is
probably just as difficult for nonfundamentalist Christians as it is for
Jews. Drawing on both Hebrew and
Christian prophecies, we are treated to
a vision of the future directly linked to
biblical quotations. For example,
Zechariah's prophecy (14:4) `On that

day his feet will stand on the Mount of
Olives' means, we are told here, that
the Mount will be `cleansed' from its
defilement by a Muslin graveyard. Do
we really have to cope with this
fundamentalist claptrap in order to
have Christian support?
So three books down the line, and no
positive contribution yet. My next
book is much more weighty, an
intellectual tour de force compared
with the over-simplistic views I have
described so far. I had not heard of the
author Michael Wyschogrod and I have
missed something. At last here was a
book that really made me think. In
Abraham's Promise he a,rgues an
Orthodox Jewish case for dialogue
with Christians. The book also contains
some of his thoughtful essays on
Jewish theology, including one on
`Faith and the Holocaust'.

Wyschogrod is a modem Orthodox

But so far on my new shelf, I found
nothing of interfaith dialogue in the
sense I normally understand it. Next
c,2rrne Israel: His People, His Land,
fJz.s Sfory edited by Fred Wright: `Ten
Authors Reflect on Biblical and
Historical Themes with Contributions
on Terrorism and Peacemaking'. A
letter was tucked inside:
`Israel has no firmer friends in this
country than among evangelical
Christians. We are aware our stance
has been criticized. And we do not
expect our brothers in the Jewish

community to agree with all our
theology. But we do hope you will
accept this publication. '

A Christian Zionist book. And then I
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noticed the publisher - an organization
called `Thankful Books' on behalf of
an organization called `Love Never
Fails'.
Written
primarily
for
Christians, the book contains a brief
history of Christian anti-Semitism.
One section explains how modem
Israel is part ofGod's plan, and another
how grateful Christians should be for
the wonderful gift of the Hebrew bible.
There is an outline of the Middle East
conflict, much of which could have
been written by an Israeli government
spokesman, and a condemnation of
Palestinian terrorists and antiSemitism in Britain.
Jews show little gratitude for the

thinker born in Berlin in 1928. His
family settled in New York in 1939,
where Michael eventually became a
lecturer in philosophy. His interfaith
writings
explore
interestingly
different questions. His first essay

probes the question `Do Jews,
Christians and Muslims worship the
same God?' After all, it is logically
possible for each faith to believe that
there is only one God, but for that

God to be different from that of the
other faiths. Wyschogrod also
examines precisely what we mean
when we say `God is one'. External
oneness - `one and no other' - is
biblically rooted, but internal oneness
- `God is one and therefore lacks a
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multiplicity of attributes' - is
philosophically rooted. Pagan myths
have stories about the origin and the
birth of their Gods. The three
monotheistic faiths have no legends
about the origin of God, and agree
about some of the legends of God's
revelation. In so far as the beliefs are
the same, we are justified in saying
that we `worship the same God'.

Christians to modify their views, but
as an Orthodox Jew will not concede
anything in return. He wants the
Church to accept the obligatory nature
of Torah for Jews, but believes it is his
duty as a Jew to try to persuade
Christians to abandon their false
doctrine of the trinity to.158). Such a
dialogue is going to be very limited
and one-sided, and it is rooted in
Wyschogrod's own theology, which
values other faiths only when they have
beliefs similar to ours. I love Judaism,
but I do not believe we have all the best
tunes.
My final book tuned out to be a
treat. I had two copies on my shelf
because I had been presented with one
by Sheilth Bashir Ahmad Dultz at the
interfaith conference we both led at
Ammerdown last summer. Rabbi
Arthur Waskow is a quirky, sandalshod, New Age rabbi who believes that
the second paragraph of the Shema is
all about global warming and that
Hanukkah teaches us that the world is
short of oil. Waskow's `Shalom
Center' is, as the name indicates,

In his essay on `Sin and Atonement
in Judaism', Wyschogrod argues that
sin in the Torah is a religious, not an
ethical category. In other words, sin
means
disobedience
to
God's
command, and human will is not meant
to be completely free. Why then, do we
often talk about the doctrine of free
will? It is because of :
`the desire of Judaism to distance

itself from Christianity. If Christianity
minimizes free will, Judaism will
maximize it. If Christianity is
pessimistic,
Judaism
will
be
optimistic.' to. 62)

I enjoy this kind of insight. It

provides a much more useful starting
point for debate than the `1et's all love
each other' approach. But sadly, there
is also a major problem with
Wyschogrod's thinking, which is
especially apparent in his essay on `A
JewishViewofChristianity'.Hewants

dedicated to building peace. In 77ze
Tent Of Abraham: Stories Of Hope and

Peace for Jews, Christians and
A4:c/s/I."s Waskow and his fellow

authors present interpretations from the
three faiths of the journey of Abraham.
Because the book is rooted in text, the
insights expressed are not mere sugary
platitudes. But that is not the only
reason to enjoy the book. Intermingled
with the insights from the three
traditions are modem stories about

peacemakers out there on the ground,
meeting and working with Israelis and
Palestinians. To find such a mixture of Midrash and Koran, of Bible and
contemporary journeys, is a rare
delight. And the book ends with
resources for practical peacemaking. If
you are going to buy only one interfaith
book, this has to be the one.

Full Of years and filled with sacred
wisdom,
Abraham died.
Isaac and lshmael came together
to mourn and bury the one whose
dangers they had dared,
the one whose unity they had urf;olded,
and to live together at the Well Of the
Living One Who Sees Me 1
RABBI DR MICHAEL HILTON I.a cr /ecrd!.ng
figure in the world Of interfaith dialogue, author
o/The Gospels and Rabbinic Judaism a#c7 The
Christian Affect on Jewish Life, a#d Rczbbz- a/
Kol Chat Hatch End Jewish Coirununity.
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arid Becoming a Congregation of
feczr72ers. They helped me to find ways
of taking communities with me. Peter
Senge's work from the world of change
management provided further insight
into the whole area of Living Judaism:
the need for change and managing that
change within our synagogues.
I was inevitably drawn to two new

publications, Rabbi Lawrence A
Hoffrrra.n' s ReThinking Synagogues
and Dr Ron Wolfson' s 77ze fpz.rJ./2/cz/z.fy

o/ We/co777z.#g. Hoffroan and Wolfson
met in the mid-1990s; one records it as
1994 and the other as 1995. The result
---,. `-:=f ::-~i==T. +I . :,,
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YOU CANNOT HUM
THE SERMON

Judy Plaut
THE SPIRITUALITY OF
WELCOMING: HOW TO
TRANSFORM YOUR
CONGREGA;TION INTO A
SACRED COMMUNITY
by Dr Ron Wolfson
Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock,
Vermont, 2006, ISBN 1-58023-244-2,
pp.204, pb, $19.99

RETHINRING SYNAGOGUES: A
NEW VOCABULARY FOR
CONGREGATIONAL LIFE
by Rabbi Lawrence A Hoffroan
Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock,
Vermont, 2006, ISBN 1-58023-248-5,
pp.216, pb, $19.99

A:::1€Rwe:L:i:rlfiT:Gd:::¥;i:iiev:t
been inspired over the last five years
by the American experience of
synagogue transformation which
reaches back over the last twenty years.
I began with Sidney Schwarz's Fz.7€dz.72g

a Spiritual Home, Eind the wock of lseL

Alou, The Self Renewing Congregation
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of that meeting was the co-founding of
Synagogue 2000 (S2K) -now renamed
Synagogue 3000 (S3K). They both
retell the story of that meeting and of
their joint development of Synagogue
2000.

Larry Hoffinan is concerned with the
theory of rethinking synagogues and
his book is `directed at boards,
denominational leaders, seminarians,
cantors, rabbis, executive directors,
educators and all others who make
synagogues their passion'. Ron
Wolfson's is a much more practical
guide for all those involved in thinking
about and transforming their
synagogue communities: a book of
anecdotes, examples, exercises and tips.
Both use vocabulary that may at
times be difficult for UK congregations, in particular the concept of
`spirituality' and the notion of `sacred
community'. Hoffrnan defines sacred
partly as `things, actions, and places
that exist for their own sake, not for
utilitarian ends'. Both suggest that the
spiritual lies in a sense of `connectedness' between people and in `the
recognition that we are at one with
something
beyond
ourselves'
uroflinan).
But do not be deterred by the difference of the American experience.
Wolfson has much that is practical and
eminently applicable to the UK community. He is intrigued by the paradox
of `two competing forces at work: the
slow diminution of the Jewish population and the intensification of Jewish
commitment and expression among
those who remain Jews'. His vision of
the twenty-first century synagogue is
tdratofa.¢KehillahKedoshah,a."sa!cred
community" where relationships are
paramount, worship is engaging, where
everyone is leaming, where the repair
of the world is a moral imperative,
where healing is offered, and where
personal and institutional transformation are embraced'. Such communities
offer a chance of fulfilling the needs of
those seeking greater commitment, as

well as attracting those who are uninspired by what is currently offered by
many other synagogues.
Welcoming is at the core of
Wolfson's practical steps towards
transformation. This is not just about
how we approach and greet newcomers
and potential members, although he
does explore that in some detail. Rather
it is about the way a community can
become welcoming in all aspects of its
life, to members and non-members
alike. Drawing many lessons from the
experiences of the megachurches of the
USA, Wolfson considers the barriers
which we place before those who want
to become part of our communities,
issues such as finance, the physical
space of our buildings and car parks
and the inclusion, or otherwise, of new
members.
If we conducted a `walk-through'
as he suggests, with the eyes of
newcomers, many of us would be
hoITified by what we saw. How many
signs begin with a negative from the
`no parking' to the `do not enter whilst
the congregation is standing'? How
many signs truly welcome people?
Explain what the community's ethos
is? Have you listened to your
synagogue's recorded telephone
message? Does it welcome or deal only
with what to do in case of death?
We are no longer living in an age
when synagogue membership is an
`expected social norm'. Today,

younger people particularly want to
know what they will get for their
membership fee. It is no longer
automatically thought necessary to be
a synagogue member to be a committed
member of the Jewish community. We
have, Wolfson argues, to think about
our `culture of dues'. Despite the
policy of most synagogues - making
some financial accommodation for
those who cannot afford full fees many potential members think twice
before spending a considerable amount
of money for an unquantifiable benefit.
S2K accepted the starting point of
many potential members rather than
trying to mould them into the `norm'.
Many people are only interested in
being pall of the community during the
High Holy Days, so why not try what
B'nei Jeshurun in New York has done
- `offer a Bcresfez.f membership - a
kind of trial run'? During this period,
they are offered a real welcome, not
just their High Holy Day tickets, and
are encouraged to be fully involved. At
the end of the period, if they wish to
continue as members, they are asked to
pay full membership fees. More
radically, another synagogue reports
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charging no set fee for the first year's
membership. During this first year the
member is asked to pay whatever he/
she feels is appropriate, and it is up to
the community to make their welcome
so good that they will renew their
membership at the end of that year and
pay a full subscription. A real
challenge to any community, this, but
what a wonderful opportunity to
involve members outside the `core'
activists as well as the new members in
creating a welcoming environment.
Here is the `connectedness' of
Hoffroan's definition, and here is what
ca;A rrrd£!e a. Kehilla Kedoshah.

Such examples are not just gimmicks. They help to shift the way in
which synagogue communities see
their purpose, from a `fee for service'
organization to a meaningful, welcoming community which has the ability to
touch the lives of all those who come
into contact with it. Too many synagogues only do this for the committed
`core' group, often the people who

have been in that core for many years.
To them the synagogue is warm,
welcoming, often the very centre of
their lives, but they fail to see how
their beloved community appears to a
newcomer.
There are several other aspects to

Wolfson's philosophy of welcoming.
`Welcoming Worship' is at the heart of

the book. He tackles many aspects of
worship, but the most interesting and
perhaps the most challenging to the
UK Progressive community which
does not have a cantorial tradition, is
the section 'Using Music to Transform
the Synagogue Experience'. Wolfson
reports explaining to a cantorial friend
that S2K `found that congregations
want an opportunity to sing with the
cantor. He insists that music is the
window to the soul and the engine of
spirituality, for no one hums the
sermon on the way to the Kiddush. Can
we rise to the challenge?
I was immensely heartened by LaITy

leaving Judaism as a religion, it is
because synagogues have yet to foster
a religion that adults can reasonably
conclude they ought not to leave.'
Hoffinan takes us through the theory
of synagogue transformation, and
challenges us to think differently. He

quotes Joel Hoffrnan's `If we always
think the way we thought, we will
always get what we always got. ' At the
centre of his message is not the sociological analysis which is certainly part
of his discussion, but the `compelling
religious rationale'. `Synagogue 2000
consciously reacted against the pervasive secularism that... had virtually
ignored God. Jewish history, we be-

the `sole point of the book .... is to

lieved, makes quantum leaps forward
when Jews who live in freedom adopt
appropriate societal trends and filter
them through a Jewish prism.'
His theory is set within a practical
framework. Clear ways of working
with synagogue boards as well as
summaries of concepts and discussion
topics and activities are at the end of
each chapter.
Both these books are invaluable
tools in Living Judaism I

provide a new and exciting vocabulary
that will facilitate equally new and
exciting conversation.' We have to
appreciate that `ifpeople show signs of

for the Movel'nenl for Reform Judaism.

Hoffroan'sstartingpointinJze772z.7zfa.77g

SJ;#czgogwes.. `1 think ideas that matter

cannot fly in the face of facts, but they
camot limit themselves to empirical
experience either.' What a refreshing
statement in a world that insists on
measuring everything and believes that
everything of value can be measured.
He argues that `synagogues ought to
be religious in their essence' and that

QUHHN ANNH'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to
form the Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and
surveyors all practising their professions, all anxious to serve
their clients and to maintain the high standards which have
come to be associated with this well-preserved, dignified part
of Georgian London. We have practised here since 1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and
the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting
the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.
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HOW T0 MAKE OUR LEADERS JEWISH
A¥f:d;L::¥¥:od:esr:a3se=r:d:::
Winston Churchill, Rudolph Giuliani,
the former New York Mayor, Abraham
Lincoln, and Bill Gates explore
questions of their leadership secrets,
styles, and successes in an attempt to
understand the elusive phenomenon
called leadership. But few writers have
so far focused their attention on
religious figures as sources for insight
about leadership. Martin Luther King,
Jr. and Mahatma Ghandi are notable
exceptions. Even in their cases, their
religious personae are viewed as
secondary to their political leadership.
Our initial question becomes even

more intriguing when we ask: Are
Jewish leaders born or made? If they
are born, how can we identify and
nurture them? If they are made, how
can we educate and mentor them?
What sort of support can the Jewish
community provide that will ensure us
of quality leadership for the future?
We can lean many relevant lessons
from the field of secular leadership
studies as Jewish leadership clearly
requires many of the same qualities as
political,
business
or
military
leadership: a clear vision or guiding
mission, the ability to communicate
that vision to others and persuade them
of its importance, the positioning to
implement that vision, or partner with
others who share the vision and can
execute it. But Jewish leadership,
requires something beyond political or
business leadership skills. Just think of
all those leaders who succeed
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sho:heffaanEoyd
THE GENESIS OF LEADERSHIP:
WHAT THE BIBLE TEACHES US
ABOUT VISION, VAIUES AND
LEADING CHANGE
by Nathan Laufer
Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock,
Vemont, 2006, ISBN I-58023-241-8,
pp.288, hb, $24.99

brilliantly in their professional roles,
but find themselves at a loss when it
comes to translating that leadership
ability to the Jewish communal agenda.
What is the missing component? What
additional elements are needed?
The answer lies in the `Jewish' part
of `Jewish leadership.' No business

leader would attempt to run a company
without deep insight into that industry.
Any leader needs the knowledge to
understand the industry's history, the
experience to predict trends, and the
credibility to develop a persuasive
vision for the future. Sadly, many
leaders in the Jewish community lack
sufficient knowledge of their Jewish
heritage to lead effectively in the
communal arena. Despite their sincere
caring for the Jewish people and their
commitment to making a contribution,
they lack the Jewish knowledge and
experiences that would allow them to
lead a Jewish organization with
integrity and vision.
Rabbi Nathan Laufer's book, 7lfoe

Genesis Of Leadership, aiddresses tin:a
question of Jewish leadership in a
radically new way. Based on years of
experience as the head of the Wexner
Heritage Foundation, a Jewish
leadership education programme in
North America, Rabbi Laufer implies
by the very nature of his book that
Jewish leadership education must
encompass both leadership theory and
Jewish education. In a unique and
engaging manner, he utilizes the latest
literature from the business/political
leadership world and blends it with
case studies in biblical leadership to
produce a book that could become the
standard text for training Jewish
leaders.

Rabbi Laufer primarily utilizes
biblical narrative to communicate both
leadership theory and Jewish values.
He makes a strong case that narrative
stories are a proven and effective
method for learning and teaching
values. These he highlights as an
essential component of leadership
education. In the introduction to the
book, Laufer quotes Noel Tichy,
professor of organizational behaviour
and management at the University of
Michigan, who claims that `The basic
cognitive form in which people
organize their thinking is the narrative
story . . . Dramatic storytelling is the
way people learn from, and connect
with, one another.' (from `The Mark of
a V\1inner,' Leader to Leader 6 (Fall
1997): 24-29)

If Tichy is right, then the stories of
the Book of Genesis, the beginning of
the Jewish story, must lie at the heart
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of Jewish values education. For this
reason, Rabbi Laufer begins his book
by analysing those stories within which
he identifies such basic Jewish
leadership values as: being your
brother's keeper - Abraham versus
Cain - the need for self-reflection in
leadership - God and the Flood leadership by deceit - Jacob and Esau

important to Jewish leadership as
having the skins to effectively lead
people there. It follows that leadership
education is just as much about values

-utilizingmentors-TamarandJudahand the abuse of leadership - Joseph in

issues and visioning processes. To be
sure, these skill sets are indispensable
for effective leadership, but not at the
expense of teasing out the values which
determine whether a leader's efforts
will produce the desired result of a
moral society.
But is it possible to simultaneously
teach leadership skills and Jewish
values? Herein lies one of the great

Egypt.
Rabbi Laufer is correct to focus so
extensively on these stories. So much
of leadership literature deals with the
way a leader can motivate followers,
without paying attention to where the
leader hopes to lead them. There are
those who argue that any `1eader' who
does not focus on ends as well as means
does not deserve the title of leader. The

I

#Gr:eh::rs:uudr£:S, :i°s?set:r'thJaatmbe;
definition, leadership must be moral
or else it should not be considered
leadership. Laufer argues that the
exercise of leadership is in itself value
neutral and can easily result in
Pharoah-like results. Leaders must not
only hone their skills about how to
inspire and motivate people to action,
they must also appreciate the
responsibility of guiding their
followers to the right places.
This point becomes clear in the
second section of the book where Rabbi
Laufer provides an actual biblical
example of immoral leadership.
Utilizing Moses and the Exodus as an
extended case study of leadership,
Rabbi Laufer analyses not only Moses'
leadership but also that of pharoah. He
identifies Pharoah as a `failed leader',
concluding that, while his political
instincts are well honed and his
strategic insights clever, he lacks `lifeaffirming
leadership
values'.
Pharoah's values do not reflect the
Jewish commitment to `Choose Life'.
As a result, despite his impressive
skills, Pharoah ultimately fails as a
leader, as have many historical figures
who attempted to exercise leadership
notbasedinfundamentallife-affirming
values.

This insistence that leadership be for
the moral good raises serious questions

for the training and education of Jewish
leaders. We cannot simply teach the
skills of leadership, as skills on their
own can result in leading people very
effectively to the wrong place. Rather,
we must focus equal attention on
defining and articulating what is the
good and moral end point that we wish
to reach. Insisting on destinations
which are life-affirming is just as
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education as it is about skills development, an insight rarely mirrored in
classic leadership programmes in the
Jewish community which offers exclusively management skills, governance

strengths of Rabbi Laufer's book -he
utilizes existing theories of leadership,
but marries them with biblical narra-

tive in a way that illuminates both
leadership theory and biblical analysis.
In section two of the book, he adapts
John Kotter's `Eight Stage Process' for
leading change efforts, and creates
`Ten Guiding Principles' by which
Moses led the Jewish people out of
Egypt. Utilizing excerpts from
Exodus as well as concepts from
classic leadership literature, including
the writings of John Kotter, Michael
Hammer, Ron Heifetz, Jim Collins,
Edgar Schein and Stephen Covey, this
chapter beautifully integrates fundamentals of change management with
the leadership example of Moses.
Thus, the narrative example of Moses
animates leadership insights from the
business world.
This is a two-way street: Rabbi
Laufer also allows biblical insights to
inform existing theories of leadership.
Kotter's eight stages, for example, do
not align perfectly with the Exodus
narrative. While Laufer could easily
have become entrapped by the theory
and ignored those pieces of the
narrative that do not fit into it, he
allows the biblical story instead to
augment Kotter's theory. Rather than
ignore Chapter Two of Exodus, the
story of Moses' birth and upbringing,
which has no exact parallel in any of
John Kotter's eight stages, Laufer
suggests that Jewish tradition values a
stage that is absent from Kotter's
construct. He entitles this stage, `Care
deeply and act courageously', and
demonstrates how the four caring and
courageous individuals who shaped
Moses' identity in his early years Amram, Yocheved, Miriam, and
Pharoah's daughter - were crucial in
Moses' formation as a leader. By not
ignoring the second chapter of Exodus,

Laufer gives voice to the tnith of the
biblical narrative and allows it to
inform leadership theory as opposed to
assuming that all tnrfu flows from the
business world. In this way, Laufer
maintains the Moses story's integrity
and richness, and in the process,
perhaps even highlights some of the
deficiencies
leadership.

of classic

business

The Genesis Of Leadership r""flges
so to teach both leadership theory and
Jewish values and even to create a
fruitful dialogue between them. This
brings us back to our initial questions:
Are Jewish leaders born or made? Can
Jewish leadership be taught or learned?
Certainly, there are leadership skills
which can be polished by using case
studies, sharing best practices and
utilizing the experience-based leaning
models of classic leadership education.
Likewise, most leaders - or potential
leaders - possess certain personality
traits and dispositions which can be
nurtured and developed through structured self-reflection and mentoring.
This, too, is a crucial piece of good
leadership education. But to think that
Jewish leadership can be reduced to
developing innate qualities and/or
practicing essential skills would be to
absorb the best of secular leadership
education without considering the
uniqueness of Jewish leadership.
If we wish to foster a new generation
of passionate and committed Jewish
leaders, who can both imagine a
compelling Jewish future and lead us
towards it, we need to recognize that

the Jewish pat of `Jewish leadership'
is just as important as the leadership
part. Jewish leaders need to have
Jewish values as a deeply embedded
component of their psyche. Jewish
cultural literacy needs to be an
unquestioned expectation of anyone
taking on or aspiring to a leadership
role. Lifelong Jewish learning and
growth must be modelled by the
leadership of our community. Jewish
values rooted in deep Jewish
knowledge are what allow Jewish
leaders to speak authentically. Rabbi
Laufer's book is a major step in the
right direction, insisting on marrying
Jewish values and literacy with
leadership theory and skills in the
interest of developing leaders who can
articulate a vision of our Jewish future
and also have the ability to lead us

there I
RABBI SHOSHANA BOYD GELFAND I.s
the former Vice-President of the Wexner
Heritage Foundation in New York. She is
currently Strategy and Project Development
Consultant, the Movement i;or Reform Judaism.
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relates our escape from slavery and we
are constantly urged to remember it.
On further examination it is not
usually the actual slavery we are called
upon to remember. Certainly we must
be conscious of the Exodus, the
startling evidence that God looks after
us, intervenes in hulnan history and
would not forget us. Furthermore, time
and again we are challenged to care for
the stranger because we ourselves were
strangers in Egypt. But of slavery
itself? Not much.
The Torah itself legislates rules for
slavery, thereby seeming to approve of
it. After all, it has no difficulty
condemning other practices which
were widespread at the time if it chose
to set its face against them. These rules
were enlightened for their times and,
especially given many prevailing
attitudes in otherwise quite civilized
groups that slaves had no rights at all
and were not to be considered in legal
terms amongst the human community,
many of the Torah rules show a ready
awareness that slaves are human too,
that they have feelings and aspirations
and also rights. That the Torah
distinguishes between Jewish slaves
and other slaves need hardly concern
us here. All slaves have rights, the
Torah seems to tell us, but you should
care more about the people you are
related to. Is that so wrong?
Despite the regular attention devoted
to the Egypt experience, we are
remarkably ill-informed about the
actual conditions of the slaves there.
We know that their labour was harsh
and that they were regularly beaten. So
far, so ordinary. We also know that
when under pressure, the Israelites
could speak very warmly of their time
in Egypt. When hungry, they
remembered a huge array of foodstuffs
they enjoyed. While they obviously
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found slavery unpleasant, from time to
time they suggested it might have been
preferable to freedom.
Even the Midrash, which is happy
enough to embellish details when it
seems to make sense to do so, does not
seem to want to stress too much the
grim misery of the physical realities of
slavery. Even the Haggadah of Pesach
spends more time talking about how
the Egyptians suffered than how the
Israelites did - though I suppose we
have got 77gczror to make up the

difference. And our memories of the
Egyptians are not particularly
antipathetic. We do not have an ageold hatred of the people and Jews
happily returned to Egypt and
established themselves amongst the
Egyptians when the opportunity
presented itself in later centuries.
So as we think about Jews and
slavery we will have to look beyond
the Egypt experience to really
understand what our position might be.
What is slavery? While our cartoon
image is of whips and lugging around
great chunks of stone, in simple terns
it is someone being forced to work
without the opportunity to stop,
entirely at the mercy of their master,
having been denied the rights of the
worker to seek payment. That
describes, more or less, the condition
of the serf in medieval Europe, a
goodly number of British fami workers
until the last century and vast numbers
of people in the world today.
This lack of independent human
dignity is something which concerns
Jewish thought deeply. At a time when
slavery was commonplace, our rabbis
were already seeking to delineate the
extent to which a master could assert
total ownership. If a master injured his
slave, the slave must be released
straight away -and notjust dumped on
the scrapheap. Sthe must be let go with
clothing and food. If a slave escapes,
he must not be returned by a whoever

fmds him, unlike the vicious legislation
that existed in the United States until
not very long ago. It would seem that
while Jews accepted the idea of slavery
in past years they never indulged in it
on the industrial scale that the
Egyptians, the Romans and the
notorious slave trade of the sixteenth
to nineteenth centuries encouraged.
There have been some fairly
scurrilous attempts in recent years to
attempt to suggest that Jews were
prominent in that slave trade,

presumably to drive a - further? wedge between Jews and the Black
community. One White Supremacist
website lists the names of thirteen slave
trading ships they claim were owned
by Jews. Hardly proof positive that the
entire slave trade was dominated by
Jews. Louis Farrakhan's crew draw
together a range of quotations from
Jewish history books which touch on
the subject of slavery and the slave
trade. It seems that Jews were
prominent in slave trading in Surinam
and that they were also significant in
the slave trade in parts of Brazil in the
mid-1600s. It also appears that the
three Jewish men who claimed to be
enthusiastic abolitionists in the

American South were not after all
really committed to the cause.
But this kind of selection and
accumulation of bits of information
over 400 years from around the world
to
`prove'
extensive
Jewish
involvement will not hold up. Jews
were never as significant in this as was
the Christian world, the Arab traders in
Africa, the Dutch and the Spanish. Of
course, we weren't. Our numbers
wouldn't warrant it. This is not a
particular claim for the moral high
ground. It is a simple pragmatic
description. In general Jews were too
small a proportion of the population in
most places to be dominant in anything
much, especially not in an international
trade like slavery. Without doubt there
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were Jews who engaged in it. Jews
have been involved in all kinds of
mercantile activity through the
centuries and of course there have been
Jews who have not lived up to the
highest moral and ethical standards of
Judaism anyway. I suspect there are
still some of those around! Even some
rabbis in the past said appallingly
ignorant things about Blacks. But
engagement in the slave trade was not
a characteristic of Jews particularly and
it would be a dishonest case to suggest
that Jews played a significant part in
allowing the slave trade to continue.
At the same time, it would be
dishonest to suggest that Jews were
prominent
in
the
abolitionist
movement. This was largely driven by
Christian ethics. The best Jews can do
to associate themselves with that
movement would be to claim that the
abolitionists were driven by principles
derived from the Jewish Bible.
Struggling for their own emancipation,
Jews showed no particular distinctive

sympathy towards the plight of Black
slaves and played little part in the
attempt to teminate the slave trade
altogether. It does seem that although
Jews owned slaves like others in their
class, they appear to have done so only
slightly less enthusiastically than their
non-Jewish peers most of the time in
most places. The best we can say, and
it is not much, is that, as a general rule,
when organized Jewry has played any
part in any of this, it has been on the
side of the angels.
But all this is historical and might
lead us to believe that slavery is a thing
of the past. Uhfortunately, that is not
so. There are the slaves that we have
within our own shores - those
domestics who come from overseas
entirely dependent on the family that
brings them for their continued
domicile in this country. There are
well-documented cases of women in
particular being appallingly ill-treated
and feeling incapable of escaping the
homes in which they are enslaved
because their masters hold their
passports, they are paid little or nothing
and they have little freedom to go out
on their own. The number may be
paltry in the great scheme of things but
the offence is not.
Then there is that larger number of
indentured workers across the
developing world who have no
prospect or expectation of ever being
their own person. Many children are
sold into this condition and many
adults live and die without ever
receiving any payment or exercising
any choice as to what they do and who
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they work for. This is also the broad
condition of grinding poverty anyway.
It is for that reason that Tzedek, with
which I am associated, is eager to
contribute to projects which alleviate
this kind of utter hopelessness. Most
slavery today is not a product of war
and conquest as it may have been in
ancient times. It comes about through
the kind of hopeless poverty, more akin
to those conditions frequently
envisaged in the Torah legislation
about the Hebrew slave who sold
himself to other Jews because he

There are
well-documented cases

Of women in particular
being appallingly illtreated and feeling
incapable Of escaping
the homes in which
they are enslaved
because their masters
hold their passports.
simply could not see another way to

surive.
So when Tzedek can find a group of
people somewhere who only need a
little money to enable them to establish
some independence either through the
development of some incomegenerating programme or the provision
of some greater levels of education and
training, Tzedek is ready to help.
Micro-credit projects liberate families
from effectively working for loan
sharks or on such levels of subsistence

that in effect they are working for
nothing. One of the very first Tzedek
projects that I recall started about
fifteen years ago. It was a land
purchase scheme in southern India
which enabled tenant farmers to secure
a little plot of land for themselves and
establish on them dwellings that might
stand up to the rigours of the climate.
This genuinely releases people from
slavery and gives them the dignity to
which all human beings have a right.
More recently Tzedek has funded a

project in Ghana which enables women
to learn the skills to tie-die and batique
materials so that they can sell them on
the open market and be free at last
from the probability of domestic

slavery not just to their own husbands
- although that is prevalent enough but also to the local landowner or
wealthy chieftain.
When considering what Judaism has
to say about slavery we should not so
much look to the laws of slavery as to
the laws of labour and the principles of
universal human dignity.
The fundamental concept that all
human beings, long before Jews came
on the stage, were created in the image
of God lies at the core of all of Jewish
engagement with humanity as a whole.
It is salutary to remember that when
we celebrate Shabbat we celebrate it
not only for the obvious reason of
remembering God's resting as the
pinnacle of Creation but also to remind
us of the Exodus from Egypt. On a
theological basis the connection is
obvious. We are God's servants not
anyone else's. The point is made
explicitly time and again by our Sages.
But on a sociological basis the
connection is telling, too. By the
institution of Shabbat, Jews introduced
to the world the right of all human
beings to stop working, to withdraw
their labour and thereby challenge
once and for all the sense that there
should be any human beings whatever
their social condition or place who had
no rights whatsoever. The Ten
Commandments are clear that slaves
are included in the right to rest on
Shabbat. To be fair, one could interpret
the text as only applying to servants,
not slaves, but Hebrew does not have a
separate word for servant and slave,
which might in itself indicate that the
status of a slave is closer to that of a
servant than was the case in other
societies and legislations.
It is important that we commemorated in 2006 the monumental fact of
the abolition of slavery. The abolition
was the victory of moral principle over
economic benefit and serves as a useful
example for those who assert that we
must make some hard decisions in
terms of the environment. But celebrating that achievement should not by any
means lead us to feel the problem has

gone away at all. It has gone out of
sight and underground perhaps, but it
is still an affront to all civilized people.
Not least, and perhaps especially, to
Jews. We did not play a particularly
distinguished role in the previous
abolition of slavery. We ought to do

better this time .
CLINE A LA:WTOIN, a former Head Teacher
Of King David High School, Liverpool and Chair
Of North Middlesex University Hospital NHS
Trust, is an educational and organizational
consultant. He is also Chair Of Tzedek.
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ANSWER

TODAY'S
WICI(ED

SON
Michael Marmot

o:i:1:;igd¥ivG:H:TeenAeT:t:e.T#Le:
an attempt to get the young people
engaged I suggested to each that they
be prepared to talk a little about what
Seder meant to them. `Young', was
defined as the offspring of someone
who was also at the Seder.
It back-fired spectacularly, though
the debate did go on. The Haggadah
tells that the Rabbis of B'nei B'rak
went on until the time for the morning
prayers. Not given to moming prayers
we stopped at about lam. The bad side
was the unresolved nature of the
debate. One young man, referring to
the tradition of the four sons - wise,

wicked, simple, andtoo youngto ask_
said `1 am proud to be the wicked son.'
The Seder and the Pesach story were
meaningless to bin. `We were slaves
in Egypt' touched him not at all.
Parallels with other episodes in Jewish
history? Not for him. He felt no
connection with them.
The advice the Haggadah gives is
hardly helpful. We should tell the
wicked son: we read the Seder service
because it is as if each of us was

brought out of Egypt, but if he, the
wicked one, had been there he would
have been excluded. This is hardly a
compelling answer to a young man
who has already excluded himself.
Indeed, has just given a most articulate
account of alienation.
I have been searching for the esprz.f
c7e /'esccI/I.er, the wit of the staircase,
ever since. What should I have said to

gt:h7a¥hyfss¥:uLdga=::.sotpL:ep¥:n£EL
the Seder?
When we use the word `security' in
political discussion commonly we take
it to mean physical security. Security
duty at the synagogue, airport security,
the US Department of Homeland
Security, security forces, secure
borders. It implies safety from attack
from hostile forces. Freedom from
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The Haggadah says :
`In each generedon, one is obliged to see oneself as if one hold come
out Of Egypt.' Wky? Because we Jews are one tyrant away from
slavery? Yes. But, I would argue, because we Of all people should have

the power Of empathy with others who do not have fiundamental
freedoms, who are not able to live lives with security as a people.
danger is one of the dictionary
definitions.
It is this use that is encompassed by
State Security. I want to refer to
human security. This use is inspired
by two different sources.
I was in Tehran, in the Islamic
Republic of Iran, early in 2006. I went
despite the views of a president who
denies the Holocaust. Rightly or
wrongly I took the view that the health
of the population was of more
importance than a president's
dangerous prejudice and I was there to
work with colleagues on taking steps
to improve the health of Iranians.
Paradoxically, because I was there
with a concern for health and not for
political reasons, I met several key
people, among them, the former
President hdr Rafsanjani. He said 1400
years ago the Prophet taught that there
are two key human needs, security and
health and they were linked.
Rationality and experience, said Mr
Rafsanjani, would lead to the same
conclusion.

Rationality and experience would be
a fair way to characterize scientific
research. We exercise reason, rationality, and collect data, experience. In
trying to synthesize my own research I
had come to the conclusion. that there
are two fundamental human needs:
bealth and control over your life or
empowerment and they are linked. I
have only been doing research for thirty
years. I suppose I should not be
surprisedthatlslamicreligiousteaching
that is 1400 years old might have
nipped in before me with these conclusions.

It should be noted that neither the
Prophet, nor hfr Rafsanjani nor I is
suggesting that security is the only
thing that matters for health. Infant
mortality in Iran in the last years of the
Shah was 130 per thousand live births.
Thirty years later it was 30 per
thousand. Piping clean water to the
villages and providing matemal and
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child health services had more to with
this improvement than psychological
security. Nevertheless, the evidence
provided by rationality and experience
supports the importance for health of
psychological security.
We should not think of security as
only a property of individuals. It may
also be applied to whole societies. This
is the line taken by the International
Commission on Human Security. This
commission took security as meaning
`protecting the vital core of all human

lives in ways that enhance human
freedoms and human fulfilment'.
Human security means protecting
fundamental freedoms that are the
essence of life. It means protecting
people from critical and pervasive
threats and situations. It means using
processes that build on people's
strengths and aspirations. It means
creating p olitical, so cial, environmental,
economic, military and cultural
systems that together give people the
building blocks of survival, livelihood
and dignity.
If we look at the world today we see
widespread threats to human security
in the sense I have just expounded protecting fundamental freedoms,
building on people's strengths and
aspirations. In region after region of
the world we see peoples struggling
for human security and denied it by
political,
social, environmental,
economic, military, and cultural
systems.

An answer to the wicked son was
starting to form. The Haggadah says:
`In each generation, one is obliged to

see oneself as if one had come out of
Egypt.,
Why? Because we Jews are one
tyrant away from slavery? Yes. But, I
would argue, because we of all people
shouldhavethepowerofempathywith
others who do not have fundamental
fi.eedoms, who are not able to live lives
with security as a people.
The Pesach story, the exodus, is

about a people seeking human security:
empowerment, important freedoms,
dignity, hope. The story of pesach for
me raises an ethical Jewish concern
with all people in the world who lack
that security. We Jews, so often in our
history, have lacked it. In Israel today,
so many lack it. Those of us who are
privileged to enjoy these two
fundamental needs of security and
health have a duty to work for a world
that guarantees security for all its
inhabitants be they Jewish, Christian,
Hindu, Muslim or something else.
If retelling the Pesach story is a way
of focusing on what it means for a
people to achieve security why do we
say `Next Year in Jerusalem'? And we
repeat it at the Seder every year. It
makes no sense. We have no intention
of returning to Jerusalem.
You might answer `we do a great
many things that make no sense'. Why
is this particular nonsense different
from all the others?
One possibility is that it is like a
Chekhovian Moscow. In his play 7lfee
77zree Sz'szers, Anton Chekhov has his
sisters say that everything would be
wonderful if only they could return to
Moscow. There may be an element of
that - I think it is a reminder that
however much security we have, we
never have perfection. We do not think,
literally, that Jerusalem would be a
haven. It is a reminder that security,
ours as individuals, as a community,
and as one community in a globalized
world of interrelated communities is
never perfectly attained but requires us
to work for it.
That for me is the message of the
Seder story and my answer to the

wicked son .
PROFHSSOR SIR MICHAEL MARMOT
MBBS, MPH, PhD, FRCP, FFPHM z.s'
Director, UCL International Iustitutefor Society
and Health and Professor Of Epidewiology and
Publie Health, University College London. He
is also Chairman, Commission on Social
Determinants Of Health.
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WE CAN BANISH POVERTY

NOW
Jane Drapkin

A:g°:Ts:frdT:L¥an:lc:ey:::°m¥£:RtL:
that time, I'd read the story of the
Exodus from Egypt as an important part
of our Jewish heritage, but little more
than that. At best, I read the opening
prayer in the Liberal Haggadah, where
`we pray for all who are still fettered,
stilldeniedtheirhumanrights'thinking
perhaps of individuals who are
physicallyimprisonedfortheirpolitical
views. Other than that, it felt like an
interesting, evocative, but slightly
abstract story.

This changed for me dramatically
when I first started working in poor
countries and with poor people.
Now, when we ask that `all God's
children sit at His table, drink the wine
of deliverance, eat the bread of

freedom': freedom from bondage
and freedom from oppression... I
think of the people I met in Zimbabwe
who were working to bring about
economic justice in the deteriorating
situation under Mugabe, in spite of
the personal to themselves, or the
joumalist in Azerbaijan, shot dead for
daring to criticize the Government.
When we read: Freedom from

hunger and freedom from want...
I think of the Eritrean people who
were dependent on sacks of wheat
shipped in from Europe and the US,
and the people in Liberia who were so
desperate for fresh meat they sold
roadkill - small fury animals run over
by vehicles.

When we read: Freedom from
hatred and freedom from fear...
I think about the men, women and
children in the Democratic Republic of
Congo that used to hide in the forest to
avoid the armed militia who would
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regularly loot houses and rape women,
not by exception, but as a way of life.
When we read: Freedom to learn
and freedom to love...
I think about the women and girls I
met in Afghanistan, forbidden access
to education, and I think about my
Eritrean colleague, who now has been
granted political asylum in the UK, but
may never again see the woman he had
hoped to many, his little sister or his
mother, all of whom stayed behind in
Eritrea.

When we read: Freedom to hope
and freedom to rejoice...
I think about the faces of the
Afghanis who had lost their homes,
their livestock, their land and their
loved ones in an earthquake,
wondering just how they were going to
rebuild their lives.
Bondage and lack of freedom are
not only caused by physical chains of
slavery. Poverty itself is also a form of
oppression.
And so when we read: Soon, in our
days...
I think, yes, now, in our days, it is
still happening, and it must end.

The World Bank carried out a survey asking 60,000 poor people around
the world what poverty meant to them.
The answers went way beyond the
definition given by the Ivew Pong"i.72
English Dictionary.. `the la;ck of sufEicient money or material possession for
a life of moderate comfort. '
The World Bank survey found that:
`Poverty is much more than income
alone. For the poor, the good life or
wellbeing is multidimensional with
both material and psychological
dimensions. Wellbeing is peace of
mind; it is good health; it is belonging
to a community; it is safety; it is
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freedom of choice and action; it is a
dependable livelihood and a steady
source of income; it is food.'
And the voices of the poor people
themselves illustrate this.
A poor woman in Moldova: `Poverty
is pain; it feels like a disease. It attacks
a person not only materially but also
morally. It eats away one's dignity and
drives one into total despair.'
A young woman in Jamaica:
`Poverty is like living in jail, living
under bondage, waiting to be free.'
Or in Nigeria: `If you want to do
something and have no power to do it,

it is talauchi tooverty):
And in Russia: `Everyday I am
afraid of the next'
These are voices not of our
ancestors, who were slaves in Egypt.
These are the voices of people of our
age, living at this time, in different

The World Bank
survey f;ound that :
`Poverty is much

more than income
alone. For the poor,
the good life or
wellbeing is

countries. Physically on the same

planet, but somehow in a parallel
universe.
It does not have to be this way. We
can not only pray that next year we
will make our Seder in a world
redeemed, when all mankind will live
in brotherhood and peace, we can take
action to make it happen.
For me, one of the most interesting
and thought provoking creative
additions to the Liberal Haggadah is
the Midrash, where we read: `The Sea
did not part for them until they had
waded into it up to their noses. Only
then did it become dry land.'
This says three significant things to
me.

First of all, the slaves did not stand
at the edge of the Red Sea and ask God
to send them boats. Neither did they
give up and abandon their fate to
Pharaoh's troops. They took control of
their own destiny, and plunged into the
Sea.

The poor people that I have met
across the world similarly are not
sitting and waiting with begging bowls.
Neither, generally, have they given up.
But they do often feel like they are
caught between Pharaoh's troops and
the Red Sea, or, as we would more
commonly say nowadays, between a
rock and a hard place. Poverty is often
described as a trap - all ways out are
up steep slippery slopes, or across
oceans, and without some sort of
assistance, there is no way out.
The second thing this Midrash says
to me is that if they had to wade into
the sea up to their noses, for some of
them, the sea would have been over
their heads before it parted. Working
on the basis that the commentary is
probably referring to the nose of an
MANNA WINTEPl 2007

multidinensional
with both material
and psychological

dinensions.
VIellbeing is peace
Of mind; it is good
health; it is

belonging to a
community,. it is

sofety; it is freedom

Of choice and
action; it is a

dapendable
livelihood and a
steady source Of
income; it is flood. '

average male, the young, the old, the
infirm, the disabled, and the short, most
of whom would probably have been
women, may have drowned before the
sea parted.
The Haggadah does not tell us this.
This is my own speculation. But to me
this reflects the situation of many poor
people around the world today.
When times are difficult, it is the
most vulnerable that suffer the most. If
they are not given some support, they
will not get through the hardest times.
They will not be able to start the climb
up the slope out of poverty. They will
drown before the assistance arrives.
This is why sometimes, you just have
to give aid. It will not solve the
problem, but it will keep people alive
long enough for them to be able, at a
later stage, to take control, to climb out
of poverty, to walk across the Red Sea.
The third thing this sentence says to
me is that it was the combination of
external support - the parting of the
waters - provided to people that were
helping themselves - by already
entering the water - that led to the safe
crossing of the slaves. One without the
other would not have led to the same
result. If the waters had not parted, the
slaves would have drowned. If the
slaves had not taken the plunge first,
before the waters parted, the troops
would have caught them.
It is this combination of external
support to a locally driv`en initiative,
that can make development assistance
so powerful. Fair Trade does exactly
this. The producers of the tea, coffee,
chocolate, sugar, honey, wine and other
goods that we consume are not sitting
waiting for the equivalent of a boat to
cross the Red Sea. They are not waiting
to be caught by the troops either, but
they are caught between their current
situation of poverty - unable to afford
to feed their families, educate their
children, treat the sick or invest in their
livelihoods - and the barier of world
markets that blocks their path, as
effectively as an ocean, to trading their
way out of poverty. Fair Trade
provides an opening in this ocean, a
parting of the waters, that enables poor
people to journey out of poverty. Many
of them are already up to their noses,
countless more have already drowned,
but we have the power, through Fair
Trade, to help some make the journey
to dry land, and to a better future.
People often ask me if development
aid makes any difference. Here are two
examples of how aid can enable people
in poor countries to make this journey
to a better future. I have recently started
continued on next page
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a new job, with an organization called
the International Rescue Committee
working on Governance and Rights.
My role now is to enable poor people
to be empowered to take control over
their lives. Particularly people affected
by conflict - who have lived through
wars, been displaced by wars, lived as
refugees - and communities that are
rebuilding after conflict.
I have just returned from a trip to
Liberia. I worked in Liberia in 1999
with Merlin, a medical relief agency.
The country was then in a teITible state.

There were several different armed
factions, all fighting each other and
with other groups across the borders in
Sierra Leone and Guinea. The
President, Charles Taylor, was busy
lining his own pocket, with no concern
for the welfare of his people, and the
international community generally
either stood idly by, or developed
business links with Taylor and his
cronies. The situation was grim, and it
was difficult to see a way out.
Seven years later, I am happy to
report that the country has tuned a
comer. It is a long way from being
`developed' -but there are significant
changes. First of all, there is peace people feel secure. The only men with
guns that you see on the streets are

blue batted UN troops -and you don't
even see many of them. Their presence
is felt way beyond the extent that they
are visible. This blanket of security,
this dry land after the ocean of conflict,
is enabling people to rebuild their lives.
For some, this is literally rebuilding
their houses - everywhere I looked in
Mourovia I saw piles of bricks and
wheelbarrows of sand and cement. For
others, this is restarting their livelihoods
- small businesses, growing crops,
finding work with aid organizations and for the children, a chance to start,
or return to, school. There is still a
long, long way to go, but there is hope
- and with the combination of inter-

national support, UN peacekeepers and
the determination and will of the local
people, there is chance for the three
million people of Liberia that have
lived through a decade and a half of
civil war and countless years of neglect
before that, for a better future.
My favourite example though is the
first ever development project that I
worked on. This was in Eritrea, during
the mid 1990s. I was working with war
veterans who had been disabled during
their war of independence - they were
mainly amputees mi`ssing part of one
or both legs. I was working at a
vocational training centre where the

veterans learned woodwork and
metalwork skills. But even though they
were gaining skills, there was little
prospect of them getting work - it
seemed that everyone - the
government, the war veterans, their
families, and society at large, felt that
it was the duty of the state to look after
them, and that they could not wiork
because they were disabled.
Their future looked bleak as the only
way the state could look after them
was to leave them in a tented camp, in
cramped conditions with nothing much
to do for the rest of their lives. So, with
an Eritrean colleague I helped to set up
a work experience programme, placing
the students in small businesses where
they could practice their newly acquired
skills. The fact that these people that
were missing part of a leg could actually
produce a table or a chair came as a
suaprise to many people, including the
students themselves.
At the end of the three month work
experience programme we carried out
an evaluation, and asked the students
how they had found the programme
and what their plans were next. The
feedback was bumbling. Although they
expressed thanks and gratitude for the
money that paid for the programme,
what they were most grateful for was
the opportunity to demonstrate to
themselves and to others that they
could make a meaningful contribution
to society. I found it hard to keep back
the tears of emotion when one of them
told me that although he had not been
offered a job at the end of the
programme, he now had the confidence
to take control of his future, to go back
to his family, and to take part in the life
of his community.
This project was funded by Oxfam.
To borrow from an advert for a well
known credit card, the cost of
providing materials, equipment and
board and lodging for 150 war veterans
to take part in the first ever work
experience programme for disabled
people in Eritrea for three months was
£17,000. Parting the Red Sea for 150

people, and all their associated families
and members of their communities,
and for others like them around the
world, is priceless. But it is achievable.
Maybe not by next year's Seder, but

now, in our days .
JANH DRAPKIN I.s cz member o/IVorffewood
and Pinner Liberal Synagogue. began working
on issues Of fair trade c[nd poverty in 1994. She
has worked overseas on relief and development

projects in countries in Africa and Asia,
including Eritrea, the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Liberia, Afighanistan and Azerbaijan.
She is Head of Governance and RIghts for the
International Rescue Committee.
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the baby state of Israel, kept two boxes of
matches on his desk. From one he lit his
own cigars and those of any friends who
popped in. From the other he lit the cigars
of official state visitors. The first he paid
out of his own modest allowances. The
second was paid for by the Ministry of
Finance, and would not have cost it more
than one or two shekels a year.
The distinction Weit2mann made between his private pocket and the coffers
of the state he helped to create would be
beyond the understanding of the man
who has just been booted out of the same
residence - and of most members of the
present and a number of previous Israeli
goverrments. To apply the word sleaze,
as understood at Westminster, to the
behaviour of the crew who have run the
state of Israel for the past few decades,
would be to degrade the word and flatter
the standards reigning in Rechaviah the Jerusalem goverrment quarter.
That is by no means the peak of their
achievement. Thay have beyond that
managed to destroy the ancient concept
of K'1al Yisrael - the bond that tied
together, however loosely, the Jews of
Armenia and Australia, of the Yemen
and the United States. We now have an
Israeli nation, with its own clear identity
and its own all-too-clear standards of
public and private behaviour. And we
have the Jews in the rest of the world.
The gulf between them is widening by
the week. And for many in Britain and
America, it has become unbridgeable.

havebeensackedfromtheirpresentjobs,
and not yet found a new one. So next
time I read about someone looking for
`new challenges', I will quickly hug my

#
out of the Lubavitch chassidim's

TRE LATEST
cohm
black hat isRABBIT
a drop-inTO
centre
off
London's Oxford Street. The rabbi who
runs it - they don't allow lay people to

run much for them -rejoices that it is the
"first Jewish space outside of a
synagogue in Central London".
Should any rabbi, even a Lubavitcher,
take such pride in running a Jewish centre without a prayer room? Should not
even a fi.esh young beard know that no
one can be secular and Jewish for more
than a decade or two? I am not the only
one who has a second question: will the
highly paid young consultants, accountants, city analysts and rag trade types the
centre wants to attract, be allowed to
bring their non-Jewish boyfriends, girl
friends and "partners" to the classes, lectures and coffee machines at the club? If
not, a third question becomes inescapable. How long before the Lubavitch
club goes the way of the Saatchi Synagogue? That aimed at much the same
market. And when the hype stopped, the
keys swiftly went back to the landlords.

*

Jewisb prayer is the gestures that

THE go
UNIQUE
FEATURE
with the words.
We use OF
our
feet , our knees, our hips, our arms and
our hands. To get the most out of private
or communal prayer, we need an exercise as well as a text book. For the first
time in 2,500 years, we have at last got
one. The total revision by Chief Rabbi
Sir Jonathan Sacks of Anglo-Jewry's
"Singer's" prayer bock tells us when to
shuffle forwards or back, bend the knee
or point the finger. No longer need anyone feel cowed by the shaking torso
across the aisle. We can now join in or
remain immobile with full knowledge of
what is personal zeal or rabbinic edict.
His prayer book is much more than that.
It is both guide and buddy. For Sacks has
written a new translation that combines
21St century grace with timeless gravity.
He gives us encyclopaedic scholarship
with easy comprehension. And he cannot

escape the credit for the fact that the lay
out and typography are also stunning in
their clarity and elegance. Sir Jonathan
hastransformedtheSinger'sprayerbook
forever into the Sacks Siddur. It will
define Anglo-J6wry's 21St century

culture as Chief Rabbi Hertz's Chumash
enriched the 20th century. History is
certain to bless it with greater kindness
and deeper respect.
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battle to keep a gate crasher's name

IAMout
POISED
of our communal
FOR MYSeder.
ANNUAL
I know

#
inordinately proud as one of those
war time code
the
SUDDENLY
I breakers
FELT at AS
legendary centre at Bletchley Park - in
what is now banal Mlton Keynes. I had
discovered what rabbis mean when they

in. The prophet Elijah.
He is never at the open door because
he is not meant to be. Since the middle
ages until this spring the custom of
opening the door has one purpose only to scream defiance at hostile neighbours

looking for new challenges. I used to
wonder wbether they wanted to be the
first rabbi to climb Annapuma without
base camp and oxygen cylinders. Or dive
1 1 kilometres to the bottom of the Pacific
in order to get into the Guirmess Book of
Records. No reason at all why any rabbi
should not dream of either. But when
they go public about their `new
challenges', all they mean is that they

*

old ones tight.

that right at the beginning we say "Let
anyone who is hungry come in..." But
the man I want to keep out was indeed
once thirsty but, so far as I know, not
hungry. He has not booked, and he is not
some long lost relative fi.om Baltilnore
or Beersheva. Even so, at a given
moment the eager beavers around the
table are rushing to the door to let hini

tell the Jewjs'¢ C72ro7€z.c/e they are

appear on our doorsteps as is Nigella
Lawson with her Matzah balls.

- "Pour Thy Wrath unto the Nations, "
are the words that are meant to go with
the action. That custom took some
courage when first started. And because
Jewish habits die so hard, we still open
the street door even in benign
Birmingham and Belsize Park. When
sentimentality clashes with history,
sentimentality always wins. And never
mind that in the deepest lobe of our
hearts, we know that Elijah is as likely to

one of Germany's more comfortable

IWOKE
trains -most
ur FROM
can beA
very
sNOOzE
hard on the
IN
bones -to find 7%e Gzfc!7.c7z.cz# newspaper

on my lap screaming at me: "Jews call
for open debate on Israel." Those Jews
included well known non-synagogue
goers like Harold Pinter, Stephen Fry,
Nicole Farhi and more than 130 others.
They have formed Independent Jewish
Voices as a loud-hailer for their criticism
of Israel. Some of the names on the list I
admire, others, like the Marxist writer
Eric Hobsbawm with his distortions of
20th century history, a lot less. But they
all made me feel privileged to the point
of momentary smugness. For I have no
need of open letters or.newspaper
websites to give my views an outing. I

have a pulpit.
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF i.a f¢e regz.o#a/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as c[n assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80, East End Pload, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for F]eform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Sternberg Centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library, bookshop, the Strudel Caf6.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
NEW NORTH LONDON SYNAGOGUE

"The Land of the Settlers"

Wednesday 14th March 2007 at 8pm
NNLS present parts of the controversial documentary
"The Land of the Settlers" followed by a discussion

with members of the Ecumenical Accompaniment
Programme in Palestine and Israel. Telephone 020
8346 8560
NEW NORTH LONDON SYNAGOGUE

What Do Zionists Believe?
Sunday 18th March 2007 at 8pm
Colin Shindler discusses his new book part of a series
"What Do .... Believe?" which Granta is publishing

covering Christians, Muslims, Druids and other faiths.

THE MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM

lsrael Tr.ip -Hugging and Wrestling: A People, a
Land and their Texts
With Jeremy Leigh and Julian Resnick
May 17th-28th 2007
Highlights: A Shavuot Experience

Services in Jerusalem synagogues. Shabbat in
Jerusalem including the Israel Museum, a beautiful
Havdalah setting. Ein Gedi, the Dead Sea Spa, the
David Waterfall and the Botanical Gardens, the
Galilee, including the upper Galilee,Tzfat and the Leo
Baeck Educationcentre. Tel Aviv, modern Israel.

Jerusalem sites includes the new Yad Vashem
Museum. Telephone 020 8349 5646.
annie.simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk

Telephone 020 8346 8560

LEO BAECK COLLEGE - Sh/.ur
Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
Spring Semester 2007
Themes from Genesis and Exodus
Study the Torah with the finest teachers and students.
Telephone 020 8349 5604
LEO BAECK COLLEGE

Ce[ebratjng Dr Jeremy Schonfield's new book

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
Scholar in Residence May 6th -10th 2007
We are delighted to welcome Rabbi Naamah Kelman.
Rabbi Naanah Kelman is a descendent of 10
generations of rabbis, becoming the first woman {o be
ordained by the Hebrew Union College in 1992. Born
and raised in New York, she has lived in Israel since
1976; where she has worked in community organizing
Jewish education. Naamah Kelman has been intensely

involved in the emerging education system of the
Israeli Movement for Progressive (Reform) Judaism.

undercurrents of Jewish Prayer
Monday 26th March at 7.30pm
Presentations on this unique contribution to Jewish
liturgy and life by Rabbi Dr Charles H Middleburgh,
Senior lecturer Leo Baeck College., Rabbi Professor
Jonathan Magonet, Emeritus Professor of Bible, Leo
Baeck College., Dr Jeremy Schonfield, Rabbi John
Rayner, Lecturer in Liturgy, Leo Baeck College;
Mason lecturer, Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish
Studies.
Refreshments and book signing.
Littman Library will provide a selection of their books
for sale.
Telephone 020 8349 5604
THURSDAY LUNCHTIME RECITALS

Dates to be announced
Telephone June Lewis 020 8349 5724

THE WEEKLY SHIUR
Tuesday 8th Ivlay 11.15am -12.45, 777e renfh P/ague

and the Breaking of Pharaoh's Heart .
Tuesday 8th May 1 :45pm-3.00pm, F/.rsf Fin/.fs.. 7lhe
Evolving Story of Shavuot.
Wednesday 9th May 10.00am-12.00pm, 777e
Construction of Meaning in Rituals and Prayer.
Wednesday 9th May 1.30pm-3.30pm, Current Events
in Israel and How We Deal With Them in our Teaching.
Wednesday 9th Ivlay 4:30pm-6.00pm, Teach/.ng
Tefilah For Young Children.
Thursday 10th May 10.00pm-12.00pm, Current /ssues
in Jewish Feminism.
Thursday 10th May 1.30pm-3.30pm, Shavuof Through
History.
You are welcome to attend any or all sessions.
Telephone 020 8349 5620

